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FINE WEATHER FOR SWIMMING—The hot and humid weather during the pa
st few days has made the new swim
ming pools at the Murray-Calloway County Park even more inviting for youn
g (and old) swimmers. The pools, have
been attracting many local youngsters since they opened in June. stale Photo by D.avid Ht
Maurice Humphrey Participating
In Alaska Soil Testing Program
Maurice E. Humphrey, USDA Soil
Scientist for the Soil Conservation
Service, who lives in Murray, is one of a
team of soil scientists in Anchorage,
Alaska this summer making a soil
survey to show soil limitations for about
110,000 acres in the Anchorage
Borough, according to SCS Area
Conservationist William C. Lowry,
Mayfield.
During the summer months of recent
years, it has beep the practice of the
Soil Survey Staff in Alaska to secure a
detail of soil scientists from the lower 48
states to take advantage of the long
Sunny Today
Mostly sutirTY, hot and humid, with
only a few widely scattered thun-
dershowers in the area today. High
temperatures in the mid and upper 90s.
Partly cloudy tonight, lows around 70.
Mostly sunny and just a little cooler and
less humid Sunday, with highs around
90. The outlook for Monday, sunny and
very warm. Precipitation probabilities
20 per cent today.
days and speed.., soil mapping,
classifications, and interpretations of
findings.
This year, in addition to Humphrey
from Kentucky, there argsoil scientists
from Indiana, Ohio,—Texas, and
Virginia.
The soil survey Humphrey is
assigned was initiated at the request of
the U. S. Corps of Engineers and the
municipality of Anchorage to provide
soils information needed by Planners,
engineers, contractors, and others
involved in the location, planning, and
development of land for urban use.
In addition to the soil survey of the
urban area near Anchorage, Humphrey
reports, "a detailed soil survey is also
being made of a forested area in the
interior of Alaska that is completely
roadless and uninhabited but has great
potential for future agricultural
development. This area is between the
Nenana and Kantishna Rivers, nearer
Fairbanks than Anchorage."
"Reconnaissance surveys," Hum-
phrey said, "have shown that Alaska
has over 18 million acres suitable for
agriculture." Soil surveys show the
CONCERT REHEARSAL—A faculty trio at Murray State University rehear-
ses for a concert to be presented in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center at 815 p.m. Thursday, July 29. Shown (from left) are
Neale B. Mason, cellist, Ovid Nelson, violinist, and Thomas Baker, pianist.
The trio will play four movements from each of tWo works, 'Trio No. 2, Op.
1" by lieethoven and "Trio in C Major, Op. 87" by Brabms. The public is in-
vited to attend the concert at no admission charge.
location of the different soils on aerial
photographs and interpretations are
made-showing the degree and kind of
limitations for agriculture, woodland,
wildlife, recreation, urban, and other
uses.
According to Humphrey, "there are
thousands of acres in the Anchorage
Area which have more severe
limitations than any soil in Western
Kentucky."
Humphrey, who is assigned to the
SCS Mayfield Area, will return in
September to continue work on the soil
survey of Lyon and Trigg Counties,
which is scheduled for completion IW
1978.
Humphrey, during his 35 years as soil
scientist with SCS, has helped complete
the soil surveys of Caldwell, Calloway,
Marshall, Ballard, and McCracken
Counties in West Kentucky.
To determine whether a soil survey of
the area that interests you is available,
call the office of your Courtly Con-
servation District. There is one located
in each county seat with an experienced
SCS Conservationist available to assist
you.
15' Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
One Of Three Sought In Bus
Hijacking Surrenders Friday
CHOWCHILLA, Calif. (API — The
FBI today joined a nationwide dragnet
for two men wanted in the kidnaping of
' 26 schoolchildren and their bus driver,
after a third man sought in the bizarre
mass abduction case surrendered.
Richard Allen Schoenfeld, 22, walked
into the Oakland office of the Alameda
County "district attorney Friday and
surrendered. He was accompanied by
his!fath,a prominent podiatrist, and
a lawyer.
A few hours later, federal and local
arrest warants were issued for
Schoenfeld, his brother, James L., 24,
and Frederick N. Woods IV, 24, son of
the owner of the rock quarry where the
kidnap victims were irnprisoned for 18
hours last week.
The local warrants include 27 counts
of kidnaping and 16 of armed robbery.
Chowchilla Justice Court Judge
Howard C. Green signed the IOW
arrest warrants, which set bail for the
three at $1 million apiece. The affidavit
supporting the warrants was ordered
sealed for 10 davs.
Charles W. Bates, special agent in
charge of the FBI's San Francisco
office, said, "Invest,igations conducted
by the local authorities indicate that
Woods and Schoenfeld had fled the
state."
Madera County Sheriff Ed Bates said
.Richard Schoenfeld will be transfered
to Madera from Oakland by Thursday
and formal charges will be filed there.
Schoenfeld arrived with his father
and lawyer Edward Merrill, who
defended Symbionese Liberation Army
member Joseph Remiro in a 1975
murder trial.
Schoenfeld's father practices in
Atherton, south of San Francisco.
In Oakland, Dist. Atty. Lowell Jensen
said the armed robbery charges in-
volved trinkets and clothing taken from
the children during the kidnaping.
Jensen said Schoenfeld was to be
charged under a section of the state
Penal Code which covers kidnap for
ransom or robbery.
The children and their driver were
kidnaped- July 15 from a school bus
taking them home after summer school
classes. They were imprisoned in a
moving van buried in the Alameda
County rock quarry befole they Clipwrir /
their way out.
No ransom demand was received, bui
reports published in two newspapers
Friday said investigators had found a
rough draft of a ransom note deman-
ding $5 million.
The Oakland Tribune and The Fresno
Bee said the note was found at the
Portola Valley estate of quarry owner
Frederick N. Woods III, and the
newspapers said officials believed the
note was written by the younger Woods.
Another break in the case came
Friday morning, when investigators
found three vans believed used in the
kidnaping. They were in a San Jose
warehouse which investigators gaid
was leased by young Woods hist
December.
Alameda County Sheriff's Deputy
Jack Baugh said the license numbers
matched the numbers recalled by bus
driver Ed Ray.
State Getting Ready For Fall
And Winter War Against Birds
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky
is already preparing its fall and winter
assault on the more than 20 million
blackbirds that roost for the winter in
the southwestern 
Pest 
sit d Npart thoexsitousate.
The state 
weed
Control Division expects to begin
dispensing poison baits by November to
farmers anxious to rid their feedlots of
the feathered invaders, division
director Coburn Gayle said Friday.
And, depending on the status of a
federal court case in Washington. D.C.,
the division plans chemical spraying
attack.s next winter against roosts
where spraying is approved by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.
The U.S. Department of The Interior
has filed an environmental impact
statement in Washington recom-
mending the regulated use of the
detergent PA-14 ( Tergitol against the
winter-roosting blackbirds, starling
and grackles.
The chemical is sprayed on the birds
when they are in large roosts such as
the ones in Western Kentucky.
It strips their feathers of protective
oils, and if the weather is wet and cold,
the birds die of exposure.
Last year, the Society for Animal
Rights!, sought a restraining order in
Federal District Court in Washington to
prevent the use of the detergent, on
grounds that a required environmental
impact statement had Rot been filed.
The society agreed to hold the case in
abeyance until the impact statement
was filed, and the Interior Department4'
stipulated that it would not use PA-14 in
the meantime except in certified
emergencies.
Now that the impact statement has







Let's Stay Well 4
!Sports 67




Concert On The Green
To Be Presented, MSU
The third in a series of Bicentennial
Concerts presented by the Musk
Department of Murray State Univer-
sity, will take place on Tuesday, July
27th at 6:00 p.m.
Entitled "A Bicentennial Concert of
American Music," the commemorative
presentation will feature the Summer
Wind Ensemble conducted by Prof. -
Paul W. Shahan and, as the title
suggests, will emphasize music of the
colonial period and other music of
historical significance.
The setting for the out-door concert
will be "The Green" beahind the
University Library, a scZnic area
which will accommodate music lovers,
young and old, and supply space to set-
up lawn chairs, lay down blankets and
enjoy a Summer evening with music of
America.
Music to be presented on the program
will be: "A Bicentennial Medley"
which includes "My Days Have Been So
Wondrous Free" (1759) by Francis
Hopkinson and "Chester" (1778) by
William Billings. "A Colonial Legend"
which includes "Bostaff Tea Party,"
"Yankee Doodle" and a colonial ver-
sion of "America." Other works to be
presented will be; "Tippecanoe
Quickstep" (1840); "Chatham Over-
tire" by Jared Spears; "West Side
Story- by Leonard Bernstein, and
"America, The Beautiful- by Ward.
V
William Bryant will decide the case on
its merits.
.With the statement 4iled, the Interior
Department stipulation is no longer in
effect, and spraying will be allowed this
winter unless Bryant rules to the
contrary before then.
Some roosts, including several in
Kentucky, were sprayed last winter
after Congress passed spec i
Legislation declaring tha the birds were
a threat to public health.
The birds are considered a health
hazafd because their droppings provide
a breeding place for spores that cause
histoplasmosis, a lung disease
reportedly on the rise in Western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Interior Department impact
statement recommends reduction of
the blackbird flocks — by not more than
50 million birds, or about one tenth of
the estimated national blackbird
population — to protect public health
and agricultural interests.
Gayle said the winter invaders, and
lesser numbers of blackbirds that stay
in Kentucky during the summer, cost
! farmers heavily.
He said it was estimated that in the
section of Western where the blackbird
-7-concentrations are heaviest—a six-
county area stretching roughly from
Hopkinsville to Bowling Green —
farmers lose more than $7 million a
year because of the birds.
The losses are in both livestock and
grain, he said.
Gayle said the losses are particularly
heavy in pig production, since the birds
can spread transmissible gastroen-
teritis 1TGE a swine disease.
"The birds feed at boxes in one place
and then they go to another, and that's
how they spread it," he said. "It has





A special meeting of the Murray-
Calloway County Airport Board will be
held at 4 p.m. Tuesday in the council
chambers at Murray City Hall.
The purpose of the meeting is to
consider matters---relating to land
acquisition and other details pertaining
to current and proposed expansion and
improvement projects at the Murray-
Calloway County Airport, according to
the official notification of the meeting.
Sandy Kay Smith, May 1976 graduate of Murray State Universit
y with a M
A. in physical education, health and recreation, was named 
as winner of
the "Miss Kentucky-Worid" Beauty Contest held in Louisville. S
he will com-
pete in the Miss U. S. A. - World Contest in Boston, MASS., A
ugust 23-2.8,
winning an aH expense paid trip to Boston. Judges will be Hugh 
O'Brien,
Gerald Gordon of Nick Bellini fame on the serial "The Doctors," a
nd Bob
Hope. Gale Broach of Murray was also one of the thirty-one, contestants
 at
Louisville. Miss Smith, daughter ni Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Smith of Princeton, 
is -
a past Miss Paducah, Shield Queen, Miss Lakeland, Miss Ken
tucky RECC
and the current International Banana festival Princess.








FOR SUNDAY, JULY 25, WM
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARDEN
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Neither fear to step into a new
or changed picture, nor step in
before you are ready. Know
your ground sufficiently.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) diii?
What you think will be as
important as how you act.
Control emotions, shun
pessimists and let your natural
exuberance for living shine.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) 111419-
A day in which you MUST
avoid extremes: They will




June 22 to July 23) 4:9(C)
Neither expect nor demand
too much and you will be sur-
prised at your allover returns.
Romance and travel highly
favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /244.1g
A satisfactory day indicated,
but the good will of others will
be important. Stress your
amiable side.
VIRGO
Aug 24 to Sept. 23) WP‘11.
Some complicated situations
indicated. Be sure you have all
facts before making decisions.
Whether day is for recreation or
you have strenuous tasks, be
philosophical
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) An
Despite a few obstacles,
many benefits and new means




(Oct 24 to Nov. M)
A new surge of energy should




Saturday, July 24Annual newspaper drive
will be held by Boy Scout
Troop No. 77. Call 753-3824 to
give name, address, and
  — location of newspapers only. -
success and recognition. But be
sure of your goals. Don't go off
on tangents.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 414°
If you aim straight and do not
permit emotions or a biased
viewpoint to throw you off
course, you will know how to
cope with ALL, not some
situations.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Id t4
Do not let a personal disap-
pointment mar your overall
perspective. Continue to aim for
high goals. Your adeptness,
know-how and intuition should
be potent now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Just the right day to bring off
something new in your oc-
cupational area. Move fast'
Evening hours favor romance.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Look for some unusually
pleasant communications from
those at a distance; also new
contacts which Could prove
invaluable in a business way.
YCU BORN TODAY: Ver-
satility, gregariousness and
boundless energy are your
outstanding traits. Although
you are very progressive in
your thinking and your
methods, you have a great
fondness for old traditions and
for the antique in art and fur-
nishings — may even succeocl
as a dealer in such ob)ects. With
a great flair for the dramatic,
you could excel on the stage or,
in the legal profession, as a trial
lawyer. Other fields suited to
your abilities: politics, states-
manship, manager of large
enterprises or music. Traits to
curb: Overaggreasiveness and
a tendency to dominate others.
Birthdate of: David Belasco,
playwright, theatrical
producer; Henry Knox, 1st
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Sunshower from Memorial -
Baptist Church will present a
program at Piney Camp
Ground, Land Between the
Lakes at 8:30 p.m. Note
change from Friday night.
Bargain Barn, 13th and
Main, sponsored. by Freed-
Hardeman , College
Associates, will have a half-
price sale beginning at nine
a.m. Proceeds go to help the
college.
Slide program and
discussion on extinct and
threatened plants and wildlife
will be at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at two
p.m.
Women of Murray Country
Club will serve lunch for the
Murray Invitational Golf
Tournament participants at




entrants will be ,from nine
p.m. to one a.m. at the Murray
Country Club. Mr. and Mrs.
Tom McNeely are chairmen.
Members of Murray Shrine
Club and their wives will meet
at Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m. for
a family style dinner. All
Shriners and wives invited.
Sunday, July 25
Reunion of J. Will Shelton
family will be held at pavilion
at old City Park, North 8th and
Payne Streets. A basket lunch
will be served following
morning church services. Mr.
Shelton from Grand Island,
Fla. will attend along with all
family members. Relatives
and friends are invited.
Sunday, July 25
Women of Murray Country
Club will serve lunch for the
Murray Invitational Golf
Tournament participants at
noon at the club.
Color slide program on
wildflowers will be shown at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p.m.
One hour workshop on
wildflower photography will
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at four
p.m.
Mt. Cannel United
Methodist Church will hold all
day homecoming services.
Recital of Lois Gilmore,
Henderson, elarinet, will be at
two p. m. at the Farrell















Calloway County High 
ei 
seniors will be taken at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, from
8:30 a.m. to four p.m.
Blood Iiiver Baptist
Associationar WM1..J will' meet
at the Olive Baptist Church at
ten a.m. with Mrs. Larry
Keaton, nee Kitty Ray,
African missionary, as
featured speaker.
La Leche League will meet
at the home of Ann Mc_Keel,
1500 Henry, at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m: at First
Presbyterian Church. •
Speciil event, Oreepies and
Crawlies, will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at two p.m.
Art exhibit of paintings by
David Brown, Murray, will
open at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price • Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU, and con-
tinue through August 6.
— -
Stan Hainsworth will be
honored at a farewell service
at 5:30 p.m. in the chapel of
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints, Sycamore
and 15th Streets, Murray.
Friends and relatives are
invited to attend.
Tuesday, July 27
Open House will be held at
the Calloway County Library
from seven to nine p.m. The
new facilities will be shown
and special guests Will be in
attgndanee.
Min-ray Star Chapter No.
433 OES Past Matrons and
Past Patrons Club will have a
patio potluck supper at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jackson at 6:30 p.m. Call 753-
1770, June Crider, for in-
formation.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
• 'Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
UFO "Un-Frightened
Observers," an evening of
stargazing, will meet at Silo
Overlook, Land Between the
Lakes, at eight p.m.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at Ken-Bar Resort at
10:30 a.m. with Mrs. Gena
Carter of Hazel as speaker.
•
Mrs. Larry Keaton, the
former Kitty Ray of
Murray, will be featured
speaker at the quarterly
meeting of the Blood
River Association WMU
to be -held at Olive Bap-
tist Church in Marshall
County on Monday, July
26, at ten a.m. She is a
missionary in Valencia,
Spain, now in Murray on
furlough. Louise Swann
will install new officers,
Phyllis Whitney of Sinking
Spring will give the
devotion, Sherry Vance
of Hazel will have the
calendar of prayer, and
the New Zion Gas and
Kirksey Acteens will have
a part on the program.
Each one is to bring a
sack lunch, according to
Lecta fulkerson, Elm
Grove, and Edna Butler,
Spring Creek, WMU and
ptist Women directors
respectively.
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Weatherford-Stou.se Wedding
Is Solemnized July 16 In Murray
Of interest here is the
wedding of Elizabeth L.
Stouse to James W.
Weatherford which took
place on July 16, at Murray,
Kentucky. The ceremony
was performed by Judge
Robert Miller in the
presence of the immediate
families.
The bride .is the only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis E. Stouse of Winston-




Mr. and Mrs. James Nix of
Sherwood Forrest, Murray,
are the parents of a baby boy,
James Trenf, weighing eight
pounds two ounces, born on
Friday, July 16, at 8:17 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Gregory
Scott, age eight. The father is
teacher and coach at Calloway
County High School, and the
mother is teacher of business
and office practices at Murray
Vocational School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Cunningham and
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Nix, all
of Murray. A great grand-
mother is Mrs. Reba Parrish
of Murray Route Three, and a
great grandfather is Roy Hart
of Hazel.
Academy, Winston Salem,
in 1969, and received her
bachelor of arts degree in
political scignce from
Tulane University in 1973,
before beginning work on
her masters degree in
English at Wake Forest.
She plans to complete her
Masters thesis this fall.
Mr. Weatherford, a, 1970
graduate of Wingo High
School,* the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joh& Weatherford,
Route 1, Wingo, Kentucky.
He is a political science
major at Murray State
University. Before entering
Murray State, Mr.
Weatherford served in the
U.S. Navy four years, and
attended -the University of
Hawaii for one year.
The couple is presently




The Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will hold a patio
potluck supper on Tuesday,
July 27, at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jackson.
All past matrons and past
patrons of the Murray Chapter
are urged to attend and for
information call June Crider
753-1770.




ZZZZZZZIP! What a feeling! When pants
that were a little tight in the hips zip.
When you actually are that dress
size you like to-think you are.
When you're down 4 pounds
instead of up 3. It takes some
—
doing—eating right, exercise—but you
can do it. And 1-calorie Diet Pepsi-Cola
can help. Only 1 calorie in twelve ounces
...no sugar at all ...and plenty of real
cola taste. So, c'mon! You can do it. And
1-calorie Diet Pepsi can help.
BOTTLEDBY p ADUCAH r-r,ING CO., PADUCAH, Ky. UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo , INC., PURCHASE, N Y
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Sherry Lynn Vick Is
Married To Mr. Allen
• Miss Sherry Lynn Vick of West Frankfort, Ill., formerly of
Paducah, became the bride of Steve Ray nen of Orient, Ill.,
on Friday, July 16, at 7:30 p.m. at the home of the bride's
parents.
The bride is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vick
of West Frankfort, Ill., and the only granddaughter of Melvin
Farris of gruel Route TWo. Mr. Allen is the youngest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Allen of Orient, Ill.
"The Bridal Chorus" was played on the organ by the bride's
mother as the bridal party marched into the living room where
Rev. Otto Brown, pastor of the First Baptist Church, per-
formed the double ring ceremony, in the presence of their
families.
Miss Judy Davenport of Paducah served as maid of honor,
and Mike Holder, West Frankfort, flI., served as best man.
A tieception in honor of the couple followed at the Vick home.
.the couple will make their home in West Frankfort, Ill.,
where the bride is employed as a secretary for the First Bap-
tist Church and the groom is employed by Allen Industries,
Herrin, Ill.
The Food and Drug Administration says there is no evi-

















































By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Ctoc ago T nix/ n•PS Mown Sync* I nc
DEAR ABBY: Our neighbors are among the nicest
people we've ever met, but within the last few months, they
have made subtle but persistent attempts to bring
missionaries of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints (Mormons) into our home to show us the "right"
religion.
They have fold us thas-it is their "duty" to the Lord to
show us how 'happy they sue and how happy we would be
with the Mormon church. "'
We have told them that we are quite satisfied with our
religion and do not feel the need to change, but they keep
trying.
How do we let them know without antagonizing them
that we enjoy their friendship but aren't interested in their
religion?
THE NEIGHBORS
DEAR NEIGHBORS: You seem able to communicate
very well in a letter. If you've told them verbally and they
aren't getting the message, write a letter. (Of course, after
this hits print, you may not have to.)
DEAR ABBY; Thank you for saying that a husband
should not confess his infidelity to his wife. I've always felt
that in this regard, ignorance was bliss, but my husband
had other "idea.
Several years ago, the company my husband works for
sent him to Europe for three weeks. Knowing that the flesh
is sometimes weak, before he left, I told him: "I don't
believe you will ever be untrue to me, but if you should,
please DON'T tell me! Even if I have my doubts, convince
me that I'm wrong."
Well, he went, and he was untrue, and he couldn't wait to
tell me about it. I forgave him, of course, but the hurt will
always be there—plus the fear of a repeat performance. (As
long as he strayed once, what's one more time?)
I agree with you, Abby. If you must confess an infidelity,
confess it to your pastor, or ask the Loed to forgive you
through your prayers, but spare your spouse the pain if
possible.
HURT APLENTY
DEAR HURT: Confession to the spouse may be good for
the soul, but my mail tells me it's bad for the marriage.
DEAR ABBY: I have a big problem. My husband sits in
front of the television hour after hour, day after day,
whenever he's home. He hardly ever talks to me anymore.
He even eats his meals in front of the TV! I could take my
clothes off and stand in front of the TV stark naked, and he
would ask me to move so he could see the 1'V.
We have no children, and I'm afraid we won't ever have
any as long as we have a TV set. It sure is a good method of
birth control, but I would really like children.
What should I do? Dismantle the TV, or go out and get,
myself another man?
I am getting very lonely.
TV W IDON
DEAR WIDOW: How old is your husband? And boo' old
are you? How long have you been married? Is this alleged
sexual indifference in favor of the TV something new? Or
has it been going on for a long time? Fill me in on the (acts,
and I'll tell you which to dismantle—the TV or your man.
CONFIDENTIAL TO MARYLAND MOM: When your
son starts telling you that he prefers blonde babysitters, he
doesn't need one.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a




( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20>
You may consider making
some changes, but be careful
not to make too many, or go too
far in any one direction. A good
adjustment should work out
well, however.
TAURUS
Apr. -21 to May 211
A shifting of certain situations
indicated; perhaps conditions
altering. You should,be in on the
movements and plans.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Go about your affairs with
zeal and confidence, since there
is little likelihood of difficulty
now. Re guided by past ex-
perience, however.
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23)
You may have been wanting
for some time to do something
special. Now you have the
chance to do so with more
assurance. Be tactful in prof-
fering ideas, however.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) faRCZ
Mixed influences. Care-
lessness in "minor" matters
could cause a series of un-
desirable situations. Use your
wits to hold the line.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
If well-planned in advance,
you could now launch a new
venture, but don't rush
headlong into uncharted seas.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23) Arl
A good period for everyday
matters and, in some respects,
for the unusual and ex-
traordinary. Look for some
good news in the p.m.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 2;s
Excellent stellar influences!
Certain recent pressures should
be lifting and some of your
cherished desires can be
FOR MONDAY, JULY 26,
Look in the section in which realized. You have good friends
your birthday comes and find in your corner.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS ,erep.
to the stars. (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Practical issues will demand
your complete attention.
There's a temptation now to
• details, but this could be
costly.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. n to Jan. 20) wa
Here is one of those choice
-slays where your personality,
ambitions and know-how,
teamed up, can help you make
new records.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Being the rugged in-
dividualist that you are, you
rarely "follow the crowd."
Don't change this policy now.
PISCES
(Feb. 2e to Mar. 20) XC'
;Look to others for suggestions
— help, too. Don't try too much
by yourself or reiect ideas
arbitrarily, for the sake of








YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a high order
of intellect, unusual versatility
and boundless ambition. You
are a great lover of luxuries and
the good things of life; will work
unremittingly to riccurnulate
the things you want — and
usually attain them You have a
flair for the dramatic and would
make an outstanding writer,
playwright, painter, statesman
or lawyer. Despite your fine
gifts for organization and
management, however, you
have a tendency to start things
and drop them when you lose
interest...Try to curb this trait
since it is one which could stand
in the way of your ultimate
accomplishment Avoid, also,
inclinations toward otetinacy
and an insistence on having




Aldous Huxley, Eng author;




Smith of Murray was the 11
a.m, speaker for the annual
reunion and decoration of the
Lee Cemetery in the Old Star
Lime Works Community in the
Land Between the Lakes
Sunday.
Those who attended the event
included: 'Mr. and Mrs. H L.
Everitt (Evelyn Brooks) and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Paul B.
Wilcox and family of Dayton,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Clifton E.
Dodds otblemphis, Tenn.; Mrs.
David Heath (Janice Mit-
c'husoni of Owensboro; Mr.
and Mrs. Joe B. Smith (Jettie
Wilcox) and Mrs. Bobby
Grogan (Verona Smith) of
Murray;
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Peck,
Delphia Orr Stanfill, Kenneth
Orr, Mr. andi Mrs- Neasnan
Ramage Helen Culp) , Mrs.
Tom Roberts (Verna Brooks),
Mrs. Elsie Collins Coble of
Paducah; Miss Leta Travis,
Miss Beatrice Travis, Mr. and
Held In LI3L
Mrs. Calvin Orr of Eddyville;
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Travis,
Calvert City,
Mr. and Mrs. John Rube
Stafford (Louise Payne) and
Mre. J. R. Stafford (Beverly
Orr) .of Benton Rt. 1. Mrs
Estill Collins McKendree, Gary
and Terry of Benton; Mr. and
Mrs. Vernice Mitchusson
; Margie Orr, Woodrow Tid-
well, Jerry Orr, Jana and,
Kevin, Mr. and Mrs. Justin Orr
and Marty of Lake City; Mrs
Elsie Orr Folks, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie H. Barney, Mrs. Roy
Young Vista Smith), Glenn
Travis and Mrs. Charlie Cox
(Amy Woodruff) of Grand
Rivers; Mr. and Mos. L. C.
Brooks of .Reidland; -Mr. and
Mrs. Freddie Rudd and
Michael end Mrs. Elsie
Dauphin of Princeton; Mr. and
Mrs. Kinoth Whalen, William
Whalen, Miss Kelly Cummins,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Orr
IBeatrice Smith) of Kuttawa.
Keep Working Height
Of Cabinets In Mind
If your kitchen remodeling plans include new
cabinets, reme,nber that their "working height" will
be important to your comfort and convenience.
The National Kitchen Cabinet Assn. suggests that
these dimensions work best for the average-size
homemaker:
• Counter height for sit-clown area-30 inches.
• Standard countertop over base cabinet-36
inches
• Bottom of wall-hung cabinet-54 inches. Top
shelf in wall cabinet-72 inches.
• Depth of wall cabinet-13 inches.
• Depth of base cabinet-24 inc.beS.
• Toe space under base cabinet-3 inches deep.
John and Margie Graham attended a business con-
ference held by Princeton Industries Corporation
aboard the Emerald Seas sailing from downtown Miami,
Fla., to Nassau. The photo was taken poolside prior to
sailing. Mrs. Graham is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Banks of Murray. Mr. Graham is regional
manager of Princeton Industries, Princeton, Ind, in the
areas of Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, North Carolina,
Alabama, Illinois, afkl Missouri. The Emerald Seas is a
ship of the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
con
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sund:ry Needs
—Open 12:00 A. M. Til 6 P. IA.—
SCOTT DRUG1
o• 40, ••• • 41,
a.
made.
• Takes color or black and white Square
pictures.
• Electric eye, 3-element lens.

















Buy a Polaroid Super Shooter or
Electric Zip... get a pack of
color film. Free!
Instant photography is more fun! And here's the least expensive way to enjoy it this Summer.
Fora iimited time only, when you buy a Polaroid Super Shooter Land camera, we'll give you a pack of Type
108 Polacolor 2 Land film. Free. When you buy an Electric Zip Land camera, we'll give you a pack of
Type 88 Polacolor 2 Land film, free.
But you'd better hurry, this offer ends (date),
Super Shooter Electric Zip
• The most versatile instant camera • The least expensive instant camera
made.
• Uses 5 different kinds of Polaroid in-
stant film.
• Electric eye. electronic shutter for
automatic exposure control.
• 3-element focusing lens.
Opel-Air Shopping Center
753-$777
9_9 Non..Siat Equal Opportunity Employer 
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F ditonals and opintonateti ankles on taws page err presented for
hi purptme of pro, 'ding a forum tor the tree exchange of dal emu!,
I etters to the ecbtor reSPLVLSe is editorials and
• yrat ri articles are encouraged
editors this newspaper strongl behest. that is font
• tur:etrd articles to or* those iw hitt parrallel the editorial
0110-.0ph, of this newspaper would be a disservice to our reagers.
rt. lore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
thi 1,1i as presented tn an Individual writer in a column. to respond
• t f reline on the parhehlar issue being chscwised
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10 Years Ago 30 Years Ago
Clayton Dale Adams has been
promoted to Airman First Class in the
U. S. Air Force at Lockhouse Base,
Columbus, Ohio.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mollie
Paschall of Hazel and Mrs. Beulah May
Williams of Dexter Route One.
,:The Murray Colt League became the
District champions in play here in
Murray. Stan Key was pitcher and
Bobby Campbell, catcher, for the
Murray team.
Kathy Rowlett played in the Ken-
tucky Junior Closed Tennis Cham7
pionship Tournament at Eastern State
University, Richmond, July 20-2314.
Michael White of the Cilirloway
County 4-H Teen Club showed the 4-H
Senior and Grand Charripion cow at the
Purchase District 4-Fr and FFA Dairy
Show at Mayfield,
20-Years Ago
R. D. Crouch of Murray Route One
was the winner last week of the Ledger
& Times Fotoquiz Lucky Shopper
Contest.
Deaths reported include Freddie
West, age 11, accidently killed when a
.22 rifle discharged as he was getting
into the family car, and Ms. Lissie
Alton, age 82.
The Murray State College Orchestra,
directed by Richard W. Farrell, will
present a concert on the lawn of the
Fine Arts Building on July 25.
Mtn-ray lost to Lebanon in a baseball
game of the Babe Ruth League Tour-
nameplaynt here. s
3 30 in the junior
Chamber of Commerce Tennis Tour-.
nament with action in the singles play.
Some 26 boys are entered in the tour-
nament to be played at the Murray City
Park.
Bible Thought
If thou shalt confess With thy
mouth the Lord Jesus, nod shalt be-
lieve in thine heart that God bath
raised him from the dead, thou shalt
be saved. Romans 10:9.
There is no room in the kingdom
of God for secret disciples. The
heart belief must find expression
through the tongue'. -.--
Charlie Crawford has been elected as
temporary superintendent of the
Murray Light System.
Thirty-seven farmers attended the
tobacco field day meeting at the farm of
Earl Burkeen, and forty-t •ilw farmers
attended the one held at —The4arm of
Murray State Teacher4 College on July
19.
Deaths reported this week include
Sue Alexander, age 15, formerly of
Kirksef who drowned near
Inillanapolis, Ind., Mrs. Sarah Ann
Cunningham, age 84, John ;Bunyan
Walker," age ,7:8, Robert Cant tt Cald-
well, affe 68, ̀Stephen Jones, infant son,
and Mrs. Eddie J. Hodges, age 79.
Margaret Campbell, Rubie Smith,
and Lottye Suiter represented Murray
State College and Murray Training
School at the workshop held at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Marriages reported this week include
Sara Ann MacLean to Dennis Taylor on
July 1, Marie Elizabeth Ingram to
Henry E. Holton on July 20, and Nowata
King to William Anthony Forces on July
12.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson on
July 24, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Garrison on July 23, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Fitts on July 20, and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner on July
25.
Del Rose Ice Cream Company, John
Ed Scott and John Herman Trotter,
owners, has opened for business on
North Fourth Street.
L. J. Hortin spoke on Kentucky Dam
at the Murray Rotary Club meeting.
40 Years Ago
The new driver's license act passed
-by the 1936 Kentucky General
Assembly will go into effect August 1 to
supplement the driver's responsibility
ad already in operation. Licenses will
be issued by Claude Miller, Calloray
County Circuit Court Clerk.
Prof, A. Carman, principal of Athena
High School, Fayette County, has been
appointed head of the Agriculture
Department of Murray State Teachers
College. •
Murray Postmaster H. T. Waldrop
has been appointed as one of five
members of the executive committee of
tbe Kentucky Postmasters Association.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Mary Clark, age 81.
Elected as president of the Young
Democrats of Calloway County was
Guy Billington. Dewey Crass is the new
vice-president.
Marriages reported this week include
Virginia James to Joe Edd Gibbs on
4
July 19.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Euin Hale on July
14, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Rayburn on July 14, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Olive Parks on July 16.
Today In
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, July 24, the 206th
day of 1976. There are 160 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1704, the British
captured Gibraltar from Spain during
the War of the Spanish Succession.
Or this date:
In 1783, the Latin American patriot
Simon Bolivar was born in Caracas,
Venezuela.
In 1870, the first railroad car from the
Pacific Coast reached New York City.
In 1929, President Herbert Hoover
proclaimed the Cellogg-Briand Pact,
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger Times is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4 Christmas Day New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
INeurpopers. Inc . 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
'Second Class- Postage Pithd at Murray,
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES in areas served
by carriers, S2.25 per month. payable in
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and Farmington. Ky and Paris.
Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn . $IS 00
per year By mail to other destinations,
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Isn't It The Truth
It is not entirely true that members of
the species Potomacus Exoticus, which
is to say Congressmen, are all
hypocrites..Only some of the members
say one thing and do another. The rest
of them say it and don't do a thing...
History
which renounced war as an instrument
of national policy.
In 1942, in World War II, British
bombers devastated the German cities
of Frankfurt and Mannheim.
In 1946, the first underwater test of an
atomic bomb was made by the United
States off Bikini atoll in the Pacific.
In 1959, Vice President Richard
Nixon and Soviet Premier NUdta
1Chrushchev had a heated debate at a
kitchen display at an American
exhibition in Moscow.
Ten years ago: Racial disorders
simmered down in the east side slums
of Cleveland as black groups and
businessmen moved to, improve living
conditions: ,„.
Five years ago: The government of
the Sudan began rounding up Com-
munists after an unsuccessful attempt
to overthrow the government, and the
government severed relations with
Iraq.
One year ago: The era of the U.S.
Apollo spaceship program ended as
three American astronauts made a safe
landing in the Pacific after a linkup





-Eye Injuries Among Tennis Players
Eye inuries among tennis
players are growing in frequen-
cy.
The popularity of tennis as a
player and as a spectator sport
has shown a substantial increase
in recent years. More than 12
million Americans play tenni.; on
about 110,000 tennis courts,
which have been increasing in
number at about 5,000 additional
ones each year. As a result, ex-
posure to this sport has in-
creased dramatically in the last
decade.
In addition to the "tennis
shoulder' and "tennis elbow,"
abrasions, contusibris, and
sprains, even limb fractures, are
common from strenuous play or
a fall.
Of more concern is the grow-
ing number of eye injuries. They
can vary from a mild bruise to
senous damage to structures
within the eye. Early detection
and appropriate treatment by an
ophthalmologist may be re-
Many eye injuries result from
rushing the net and being hit in
the front of the eye by a tennis
By F.J.L. Blasingame. MD
ball traveling at high velocity.
In the Journal of the American
Medical Association, Morton
Seelenfreund, M.D., and Dennis
Freilich, M.D., reported on 10
eye injuries which resulted from
contusion of the eyeballs by high-
speed tennis bans.
The injuries may consist of
bruising the lids and front por-
tion (cornea) of the eye. While
these are incomfortable, they
are often self-limiting and heal
spontaneously, if treated
promptly.
The force from the tennis ball
may break a blood vessel in the
front of the eye and cause the an-
terior chamber (behind the cor-
nea and in front of the iris or
curtain about the pupil) to fill
with blood. If the injury is not
severe and limited to the an-
terior chamber, the blood will
absorb, and the eye will return to
normal. The iris or lens may be
traumatized.
Deeper ihuries may result in
bleeding deeper in the eyeball
and even tearing and detach-
ment of the retina. Such damage
requires,arly recognition and
prompt surgery by a specially
trained ophthalmologist.
The authors advise prevention
of eye injuries tr players wear-
ing ruWereed eye protectors,
similaftd those used by handball
players. The field of vision of the
player is not impaired, and the
opening in front of the eye will
not permit a tennis ball to strike
the eyeball.
Eye injuries should receive
prompt evaluation by an eye
specialist.
Q: Mrs. D. V. is concerned
because her 6-year-old sal bites
his nails-to the quick. She asks
whether this practice indicates a --
vitamin deficiency or some other
deficiency.
A: While nail biting is not un-
common in youngsters, it is not
regarded as meaning that a
nutritional deficiency exists.
More often, the habit is regarded
as evidence of insecurity and
nervous tension.
In managing this problem,
remember that it usually sub-
sides later spontaneously. Avoid
reprimanding or punishing him
because of his nail biting. Make
him feel more secure by spend-
- ing ample time with him. ex-
tending encouragement, compli-
menting his good attributes and
supplying him with love, and
affection Try to find activities
for him which will keep his
hands' as busy as sible.
41 Ms. A. P asks if wearing
panty hose can cause vaginal in-
fections.
A. Panty hose do not in them-
selves cause vaginal infections
bat. like other tight-fitting gar-
ments, panty hose provide a
moist, warm site at the vaginal
orifice .where causative organ-
isms can grow.
If the adjacent area is sesi-
five to chemicals used for birth
control or feminine hygiene, the
added moisture may encourage
irritatioo or provide secretions
in which organisms may grow
arid act as sources of. infection
In other words, consider subs-
tatres other than panty hose
which may be contributing fac-
tors.
• ••••&;41%••• 'Or • Cr 11...6.114•• *
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Baby Girl CRT (mother
Debora J. Rt. 1, Hazel, Baby
Girl Hasty (mother Janice
D. ), Rt. 6, Miirray.
DISSALS
John C. Crawford, P.O. Box
744, Paris, Li., Mrs. Marie
Bramlett, Box 8, Hazel,
Gerald L. Carter, 800 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda C. Nix
and Baby Boy, Box 259-B Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Darla Y.
Lassiter, 117 Rayburn Dr.,
Benton, Claude McWherter,
Rt. 1, Box 159, Cottage Grove,
Tn., Phil Hale, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Bernie* L. Morgan, 1511
Kirkwood, Murray, Mrs.
Arletta Hill, Fern Terrace
Ldg., Murray, Tennie R.
Higgins, Rt. 3, Box 332,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda R. Ward,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Vannie
Hurt, Rt. 3, Murray, Thomas






Baby Boy Russell ( mother
Amy S.), Rt. 1, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elands J. Trotter, Rt.
7-Box 48A1, Murray, Mrs.
Winifred D. Mensing, 904 St.
Louis St., Exceisior Spring,
Mo., Miss Wendy L. Williams,
1612 Ryan, Murray, Mrs.
Bessie L Collins, 506 S.
Murray, Mrs. Martha J.
Kough and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Wanda. S.
Culpepper, 1009 Grove St.,
Paris, Tn., Miss Charlene
Phillips, 415 Routon St., Paris,
in., Mrs. Farrell F. Smith, Rt.
3, Benton, Shellie M. Crass,
530 S. 6th., Murray, Mrs. Joy
Orr, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Anna
M. Nance, Rt. 1, Murray, Ms
Vickie McChesney, 16191/2
Olive, Murray, Miss Jean W.
Brooks, 306 Greenwood Dr.,
Paris, 'tn., George L. Green,
Rt. 7, Murray, Miss Eva T.
Farley, 1000 Olive, Murray,
Ms. Annie Wyatt, N. 5th.,
Murray, Hugh Farris, B-9 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Rachel Gibbs, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mose Payne, 402 Cherry,
Murray, Walter J. Elkins
(Expired), Rt. 4, Murray.
Dealer Offers
Booklet On How
To Buy Used Car
The nation's Datsun dealers
are helping prove that, con-
trary to old beliefs, buying a
used car need not be buying
someone else's problems.
But what does one look for?
Well, it could be foamy or milk
engine oil. . . noisy brakes. . .
or a grimy, black tail pipe.
Danger signs such as these
points to potentially serious
problems. Yet not all car
buyers recognize them.
Such tips are included in a
12-page booklet called "Used
Car Buyers Guide" prepared
by Datsun's dealer
development department.
Free copies of the booklet are
available locally at Murray
Datsun.
An introductory section
details where to look for a
used car and what to ask the
salesperson when a suitable
auto is found. It also discusses
the kind of vehicle to buy,
stressing that the-car should
fit the buyer's income as well
afffamily size.
Five- pages of the booklet
describe how to make a
physical and visual
examination of a used car.
Two final sections explain
used car financing and the
purpose of guide books, such
as the Blue Book.
LOPSIDED SCORE
The most one-sided football
game in recorded history
took place Oct. 7, 1916, when
Georgia Tech defeated Cum-
berland University, 222 to 0.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Seincriberr who berm mei
toceivod thoir bowl.
de0vered copy of The
Illevrey Ledger a floes by
530 p.m. Illardey-Fridny or
by 330 p.as. on Seaways
ore wood to cell 753.1916
beeves 5:30 p.a. end 6
/fterley-Friday, or
01:30 p.m. end 4 p.w. Satyr
days, to Were delivery of
tire newspaper. WY wart
be pieced by 4 p.a. ft/eel:-




GIRLS' 4 TO 6X
.6,/ DENIM JEANS
Little gins play just as hard as little
boys sod they need tough, long
weanng )eanel These preArvashed
denim jeans we just that Made dt
100% cotton and santonzed so
there's virtually no shrinkage to
worry about Styled with bell bot




Four great sporty styles to
choose from. Roll-up sleeves
with self-sash; short sleeve big
tops with novelty prints, pocket
and sash trim; or elastic waist
with front tie. Beautiful fashion

















We have to make room for
more Fantastic Merchandise
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KEY PLAY- This bunt by Charlie Santagadu in the first inning turned Out to beakey play in the game. WHIR' motor east first,
Scmtogado hit the boll bock toward the pitcher. The runner was called out at second -btrrtho Mayfield second baseman who
covered on the play dropped the boll. But the umpire didn't see the play and called the Murray runner out. That took the wind
from the soils and prevented what could have been a big rally in the inning.




American forces scored a
couple of break-throughs, but
must rely on the return to
action of their unbeaten
swimmers if they are to have
any chance of regaining the
lead from the Russians in the
XXI Olympic Games.
With the swimmers taking a
night off, and Nikolai
Andrianov running up three
golds, a silver and a bronze in
men's gymnastics, Russia
swept in front Friday night in
the total medal count with 13
golds, 16 silver and 9 bronze.
And, too, the Soviets clin-
ched the gold medal in




The Nats scored 12 runs in
the first inning to walk away
with a 23-9 win over the Aces
and gain a berth in the
championship game of the
Little Girls Softball League
Tournament.
The Nats will face the
Pirates who scored an upset
victory over the Reds, 17-10, in
the final game.
Betsy Gore and Traci Wells
led •e the Nats' hitting attack
with three hits apiece. Lisa
Wallin and Judy Outland
added two hits for the winners.
Susan Nall had two hits for
the Aces while teammate Jan
Cole hit a triple.
Teresa Dick led the Pirates
with three hits as teammates
Butriphis and McGeehe each
had two hits.
For the Reds, Jenny Lovins
had two hits and Tonya
Alexander ripped a homerun
and a single.
The Reds will meet the Aces
in a consolation game Monday
at 6:30 p.m.
The Pirates and the Nats
will follow in the cham-
pionship game at ap-
proximately 7:30 p.m.
Both games will be played
at the old Little League field at
the city park.
112-77 rout- of the United States
behin.d 7-foot Iuliyaka
Semenova. The medal won't
be counted in their total until
the close of the women's
tournament next week.
The United States, which
gained only two of the 33
medals_awarded, dropped out
of first place and now has a 13-
11-6 total. East Germany is a
close third at 11-9-8.
Although Kathy McMillan
and Peter Kormann picked up
U.S. medals where they're
usually lacking, it was the
Americans' worst day of the
Games. The Yanks didn't win
anything. They put only two
crews in the... men's rowing
finals and they lost their last
hope for a medal in Greco-
Roman wrestling when 343-
pound Pete Lee ,was
disqualified for being too
-pass i v e.
The prospects for an
American rebound are good.
however.
The swimmers are back in
action tonight. They haven't
lost yet, accounting for nine
golds and 18 of the American
team's 30 total medals. But
they face perhaps their
biggest challenge of the
Games.
Their dreams of an unac-
complished sweep of all the
gold medals could hinge on the
200-meter butterfly match
between John Hencken and
David Wilkie of Great Britain.
Hencken beat Wilkie in the
100-meter butterfly earlier in
these Games and is the world
record holder at the 200 meter
distance. Wilkie, however, has
had better 200 times than the
American this year and is
ranked the world's chief hope
of stopping-the U.S. swimming
sweep.
In the 200 meter backstroke,
world record holder John
Nabes of Menlo Park, Calif., is
vily favored to win his
ficurth gold medal. •.The United States has
strong medal possibilities in
all three track and field finals,
the shot, the men's 100-meter
dash and the women's javelin.
Kate Schmidt, Pacific
Palisades, Calif., has a pen-
:ring world record in the
javelin.
Women's rowing finals also
are scheduled. Americans
have chances for a couple of
medals there, particularly in
the,eight-oared race.
The silver medal picked up
by Miss McMillan represented
the first American medal in 20
years in the women's long
jump.
"I'm disappointed and I'm
pleased," Kathy said after her
leap of 21 feet 10,4 inches.
Winner Angela Voight of East
Germany jurnoed 22-01/2.
The bronze medal won by
Kormann was the first by an
American in men's gym-
nastics since 1932.
Kormann's medal came in,
floor exercise, one of three
events won by the muscular,
-y-e-tir;41d- -Russian
Anclrianov. He also won the
all-around gymnast title
earlier in the Games and
tinished competition with four
gold, a silver and a bronze.
The close of gymnastics also
produced the day's biggest
row, again over cheating.
Gene Wettstone, head trainer
of the U.S. men's team, said
he was approached by the
Bulgarian head coach about a
deal prior to the competition.
"The first thing he said was If
you will support our man in
the floor exercise, we'll favor
your team'," Whetstone said.
The Bulgarian coach Ezjeane
Zamskov, was not available
for comment.
The American women
simply had no chance against
the giant Russian basketball
team. The Russians ran up a
17-0 lead. Miss Semenova, who
scored 32 points, grabbed 19
rebounds and missed only
three shots from the floor.
Baseball Standings
By The Associated Press
( Garland 12-1 and Cuellar
2, ( t-n)
Texas (Umbarger 7-6 and
Boggs 0-0) at California (Kirk-
wood 3-7 and Hatzell 1-2 or
Monge 4-3), 2, ( t-n )
Sunday's Games
Detroit at Cleveland, 2
Minnesota at Chicago, 2
Boston at New York
Milwaukee at Baltimore
Texas at California
Kansas City at Oakland
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 62 28 689 -
Pitts 51 41 .554 12
New York 49 47 .510 16
St.Louis 40 52 .435 23
Chicago 39 54 .419 24%
Montreal 58 .333 31/229
West
Cinci 59 35 -828 -
Los Ang 53 42 .558 61/2
Houston 48 49 --195 121/
San Diego 47 49 .490 13
Atlanta 43 51 .457 16
San Fran 41 55 .427 19
Friday's Games
Cincinnati 3, Atlanta 1
Philadel hiall Pittsb hlp , urgOakland ( Boman 3-0) Montreal 3, New York 2• Milwaukee( Augustine3-7and Chicago 4, St. Louis 3
Rodriguez 2-6) at Baltimore San Francisco 3, Houston 0
Los Angeles 5, San Diego 1
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh ( Rioker 7-5 and
Moose 3-4) at Philadelphia
( Christenson 8-4 and Carlton 10-
4), 2, (t-fl)
Cincinnati(gullett 6-3 and
Zachry 8-3) at Atlanta (Mes-
sersmIth 9-9 and Lacorte 0-31,
2, (t-nn
SanFrancisco( D'Acquisto 1-
Sand Dressler 2-7) at Houston
( Andujar 6-6 and Cosgrove 3-4
or Larson 1-0), 2, ( t-n)
New York (Lolich 5-10) at
Montreal (Kirby 1-7), (n)
Chicago (Bonham 6-8) at St.
Louis ( Forsch 4-5), (n)
Los Angeles ( Hooton 6-10) at
San Diego ( Jones 17-4), (n)
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
New York at Montreal
Chicago at St. Louis
Sant rancisco at Houston
Los Angeles at San Diego
Cincinnati at Atlanta, (n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE -
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 58 33 .637 -
Baltimore 46 45 .505 12
Cleveland 45 44 .506 12
Detroit 42 48 .467 15,2
Boston 42 49 .462 16
Milwkee 38 50 .432 181/2
West
KanCity 57 36 .613
Oakland 50 45 .526 8
Texas 46 45 .505 10
Minnesota 44 48 .478 121/2
Chicago 43 50 .462 14
California 39 57 .406 191/2
Friday's Games
Milwaukee 4, Baltimore ?, 13
innings
Cleveland 9, Detroit 4
New York 9, Boston 1 ,
Minnesota 6, Chicago 2
Oakland 2, Kansas City 0
Only games scheduled
Saturday's Games
Detroit Fidrych 11-2) at
Cleveland( Dobson 11-7)
Boston ( Jones 4-0) at New
York ( Figueroa 12-61
Minnesota ( Bane 2-2) at Chi-
cago (Jefferson 2-3)
KansasCity( Leonard 10-4) at
BULLOCK GARAGE BUILDERS
"YOU GET MORE FOR YOUR MONEY WITH A BULLOCK GARAGE"
WE CUSTOM BUILD ALL SIZES
("AIL
CUSTOM BUILT ON YOUR PROPERTY
LAKE CABINS
OR WEEKENDS-VACATIONS-RETIREMENT
OR All YEAR ROUND
• QUALITY BUILT-LOW MAINTENANCE MATERIAL
Workmen insured in case of injury
BANK
FINANCING
DISPLAY MODELS AT 3220 S ElEtTtINE
PADUCAH PHONE 443-2236 Elmer fulcher, Mgr
Hours 9 A M
• Set up complete with 4 inch
wire reinforced concrete floor
• Overhead Door
• Service Door
• Two Windows and studs




"Ask the man who owns one"





MURRAY KY PHONE 753-6716




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Twenty-six sad little eyes
looked up at their coach.
"Life is nothing but peaks
and valleys. Right now, you
are in the valley," Coach Jim
Calvin told his Murray Little
League All-Stars.
"You'll be in that valley for
a couple of days and I'll be
there with you. But we have
another tournament to play in
at Hopkinsville so we'll be
back on the peak again,"
Calvin added.
It was all over. In a well-
played game, Mayfield
Western nipped Murray 3-0 at
Mayfield Friday night and
ended Murray's hopes of
winning the District title for
the third consecutive year and
also ended Murray's chances
at a third consecutive trip to
the State Tournament.
Mayfield Western was a
good ballclub. And at least on
Friday, they were better than
Murray.
Kim Bostick, who threw a
one-hitter last Monday in
winning a 7-0 *cision over
Lyon County, got the starting
mound assignment for
Murray.
Bostick pitched well enough
to win. But unfortunately,
Murray could not get the big
hits when they were needed.
Otherwise;- Bostick would
have probably had another
win.
One of the key things in the
game happened in the top of
the first.
After Gary Sims opened the
game with a single, Charlie
Santagado hit a bunt back
toward the box and the throw
went to second where the
umpire called Sims out.
While the umpire was
putting body English into his
bid for an Academy Award,
the ball fell out of the Mayfield
second baseman's glove.
It was an obvious mistake
by the umpire, as the ball fell
and rolled a few feet away
from the bag. In fact, the
throw even pulled the second
baseman off the bag. But
because the umpire had his
head turned in the other
direction, Sims was still out.
The next man up, shortstop
Kevin Calvin, walked to put
men on at first and second and
then cleanup hitter Don
Hargrove hit a smash to the
opposite field in left. The
Mayfield leftfielder speared
the ball on the run for the out.
Had Sims been called safe,
Hargrove would have had a
sacrifice fly and Murray
would have had a 1-0 lead. But
if a grasshopper had wings, he
wouldn't bump his rear every
time he hopped either.
In the top of the second,
Murray got two hits but still
couldn't score.
Then in the bottom of the
third, it was all over.
Leadoff hitter Gary
Moreland opened the frame by
drawing a walk off Bostick.
Pitcher Todd Ashley Smith
singled and John Reed walked
to load the bases.
Mayfield used another walk,
two hits and a passed ball and
before the inning had ended,
Murray trailed 3-0.
The play of the game came
with two out and one on in the
bottom of the fourth.
John Reed of Mayfield hit a
smash up the middle and it
looked to be a sure hit. But
Murray second baseman Gary
Sims ran over and
-backhanded the ball, stepped
on second for the forceout and
received a huge ovation from
both Mayfield and Murray
fans.
Murray made one final
threat in the top of the sixth.
Don Hargrove opened the
frame with a single and Dan
Key followed up by getting hit
by a pitch. But a strikeout, a
fielder's choice and a tap back
Unser Homers In 11th To
Haunt Former Met Teammates
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Spurts Writer
When the New York Mets
made a trade earlier this
week, they had no idea it
would pay quick dividends.
But it did-for the Montreal
Expos.
Del Unser, sent to Montreal
along with Wayne Garrett last
Tuesday in a swap for Pepe
Mangual and Jimmy Dwyer,
came right back to haunt his
old team Friday night.
"I haven't hit the ball that
well all season," said Unser
after his solo home run in the
Ilth inning gave Montreal a
2 victory over New York.
Unser's blast came off Skip
Lockwood and brought a
- deafening ovation from the
fans of 11,134 at Jarry Park.
As he crossed home plate, his
new teammates poured out of
the dugout to congratulate
him.
In the other National
League games, the Cincinnati
Reds beat the Atlanta Braves
3-1; the Philadelphia Phillies
routed the Pittsburgh Pirates
11-1; the Chicago Cubs
trimmed the St. Louis Car-
dinals 4-3; the San Francisco
Giants blanked the Houston
Astros 3-0 and the Los Angeles
Dodgers turned back the San
Diego Padres 5-0.
Reds 3, Braves 1
George Foster broke a tie -
with a two-run single in the
eighth inning and right-hander
Santo Alcala hurled a seven-
hitter as Cincinnati beat
Atlanta.
Ken Griffey led off the
-eighth with a single and
moved to third on Joe
Morgan's base hit. Foster then
singled to short right-center,




A contingent of Murray
bowlers called "The Murray
Five" has just received
notification of their finishing
in eighth place at the Evan-
sville Press Women's Ten-Pin
Classic in Evansville, Ind.
The tourney started back in
May and ended only a few
days ago.
There were over 800 teams
entered in competition. The
Murray teara finished with a
series of 3022, handicap.
Members of the team in-
clude Mare Hinman, cap-
tain; Wanda Nance, Mau
Harris, Isabell Parks and
Nete Burnham.
Morgan.
Phillies 11, Pirates 1
Dave Cash drilled an inside-
the-park home run, two
singles and batted in two runs
as Philadelphia rocked Pit-
tsburgh and extended its
National League East lead to
12 games- the longest of the
season.
While Cash and his
teammates ripped starter Doc
Medich, 5-9, and two Pirate
relievers for 15 hits, including
Mike Schmidt's 25th home
run, Philadelphia right-
bander Jim Lonborg set down
the Pirates for his 12th victory
in 17 decisions.
Cubs 4, Cardinals 3
Pinch-hitter Jerry Morales
smacked a leadoff home run in
the seventh inning, snapping a
3-3 tie and sending Chicago
over St. Louis.
Morales' homer, his 11th of
the season, came off Cards'
starter Harry Rassmussen, 3-
8, after Chicago rallied earlier
in the game to overcome 1-0
and 3-1 Cardinal leads.
Giants 3. Astros 0
Jim Barr fired a four-hitter
and Gary Matthews drove
home a pair of runs with a
fifth-inning single, leading San
Francisco past Houston. Barr,
8-6, had letter-perfect control,
allowing no walks as he scored
his second shutout of the
season. The loser was J.R.
Richard, 10-1l.
Dodgers 5, Padres
TommAohn hurled his first
shutout in more than two
years and Bill Buckner and
Steve Yeager slugged home
runs as Los Angeles beat,San
Diego. John, 6-6, scattered
four hits and walked only one
in pitching his first shutout
since June 4, 1979.
to the pitcher retired the side
and ended the game.
Bostick finished the contest
with 11 strikeouts while
walking six. He gave ap only
four hits. Winning hurler Todd
Ashley Smith fanned six,
walked two, hit two a:xi--
scattered five hits to Murray.
Coach Calvin, who was
assisted by James Hooper,
expressed his thanks to the
following coaches from within
the Murray Little League who
gave their time to help with
the All-Stars: Carl Ellis,
Marshall Abell, Gil Galloway
and Tommy Marshall.
"We would also like to thank
the many parents who




Hopkinsville will begin August
12 and run through August 15.
The Murray All-Stars and the
Murray "B" Team will both





t al vin-ss 2 1
Hargrove-lb 3 1
Key -r 2 0












TA. Smith-p 3 0 1
Reed-3b 2 I 0
Blalock-c 2 1 1
Hancock-2b 2 0 0
Owens-cf 2 0 I .
Wientreub-lf 3 0 1
Ti.. Smith-lb 2 0 0
Gream-ss 2 0 0
Totals 19 3 4
Murray 000 000 0-5-0
Mayfield 003 00x 3-4-0
CONFERINa -Coach Jim Calvin has a little talk with his Lit-
tle League All-Star battery of catcher Don Key and pitcher Kim
Bostick. Bostick was touched for three runs in the third inning
and that was all Mayfield needed for a 3-0 victory.






Do,Th all - Evangelist
Billy lrvan-Song Director
Singing
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Alexander Hurls Eight Frames
Of No-Hit Pitching For Yanks
By HERSCHEL NLSSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Doyle Alexander must feel
left out when it comes to no-
hitters. Otherwise, why would
he keep trying to pitch one?
Alexander and Ed Figueroa
are the New York Yankees'
only starting pitchers without
a no-hitter to their credit.
Catfish Hunter, of course,
hurled a perfect game against
Minnesota in 1968, Ken
Holtzinan has a pair of no-
hitters and Dock Ellis also
jktched one.
'None of them, however, did
it in a Yankee uniform.
Alexander came close last
month when he, retired the
first 21 Cleveland batters on
June 24 but was kayoed ;in the
eighth inning.
He came closer Friday night
with eight no-hit innings.
before Boston's Rick Burleson
singled on the first pitch of the
ninth. Alexander allowed two
more singles in the Yankees'
9-1 victory over the Red Sox.
In other American League
games, Oakland's Vida Blue
fanned 13 in blanking the
Kansas City Royals 2-0 on six
hits, the Milwaukee Brewers
edged the Baltimore Orioles 4-
3 in 13 innings despite a
record-tying home run by
Reggie Jackson, the
Cleveland Indians whipped
the Detroit Tigers 9-4 and the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Chicago White Sox 6-2.
California and Texas were not
scheduled.
A's 2, Royals 0
Blue's 13 strikeouts tied his
own club record since the A's
moved to Oakland. They broke
a scoreless tie in the seventh
inning when Claude11
Washington tripled off Marty
Pattin and Billy Williams
singled him home. A sacrifice
and Bill North's single
produced the other run.
The triumph was the
second-place A's 13th in their
last 18 games and left them
eight games behind Kansas
City, the closest they've been
in almost a month in their
quest for a sixth straight
American League West
,Division pennant.
Brewers 4, Orioles 3
Bill Sharp's tie-breaking
pinch double keyed a two-run
Milwaukee uprising in the 13th
inning. Darrell Porter then
scored what proved to be the
winning run on Darrell Por-
ter's bases-loaded grounder.
With two out in the bottom of
the 13th, Jackson homered for
the sixth game in a row, tying
the AL record shared by five
other players. The major
league mark of eight was set
by Pittsburgh's Dale Long in
1958.
Indians 9, Tigers 4
Successive home runs by
Larvell Blanks and Rico Carty
sparked a four-run third in-
ning that broke open a close
game. Following the homers.
Buddy Bell doubled, Boog
Powell singled and Ray Fosse
tripled.
Tempers flared in the top of
the seventh when Detroit's
Willie Horton was knocked
down by a pitch for the second
time. Both benches emptied
briefly and two pitches later
Horton smashed a two-run
homer.
Twins 6, White Sox 2
Run-scoring singles by
Lyman Bostock, Tony Oliva
and Bob Randall keyed a four-
run eighth-inning rally that
lifted Minnesota over Chicago.
Rod Carew, who started the
rally with a single, drove in
rur, with a third-inning
grounder and singled and
scored in the ninth.
GENTLE BEN WASN'T GENTLE -Ben Underwood we: not gentle Ben on this trip to the plate.Ben blasted one into left for a double, one of five Murray hits in the loss to Mayfield.
Taiwan Wins
AGANA, Guam (AP) —
Taiwan, the four time world
champion, won the opening
baseball game Saturday in the
Far East Senior Little League
Tournament.
Taiwan's Chen Chung-hai
struck out nine and gave up
five hits as Taiwan defeated
Guam 5-3 in the opener of the
best of three series.
The winner of the series
advances to the Senior Little
League World Series next













FIRST TIME — Candy. Caldwell of the Oaks Country Club
teceetty scored her first holo-in-one in the 110-yard 10th hole
at the Oaks. She used a five-iron and playing in the foursome
were Polly Seale, Virginia Jones and Mary Alice Smith. Mrs.
Caldwell, a five-year golfer, will be eligible for o free trip to
Scotland through the Rusty Neil hole-in-one contest and alai
she is eligible to be a prize winner in Golf Digest's bele-in-ea.
sweepstakes.
Murray Colt Leaguers
Lose 7-4 To 'Mayfield
A strong Mayfield team handed the Murray Colt League
All-Stars a 7-4 setback Friday night in State Tournament
play at Brooks Stadium in Paducah.
Mayfield is now undefeated in the tourney and in the
driver's seat.
Murray is 1-1 in the tourney and must defeat Marshall
County in tonight's 6 p.m. game in order to- stay, alive in
ft -double elimination'affair.,
If Murray wins the contest, then the locals would meet
Mayfield immediately after the first game. If Murray
loses, they are out of the tourney.
Should Murray defeat Marshall County tonight and then
win over Mayfield in tonight's second game, the cham-
pionship game would be held at 1:30 p.m.-Sunday.
No further details on the Murray-Mayfield game were
available at press time.
- Dean Cherry had 3 hits in 3 at bats for Murray. Others
bitting safely were Gibson 3, Wilson 1, Denham 2, Taylor
1, and Hendrix I.
Marra./ Meyf hid
ab r h Hopkins4 1 3 11, :der
4 0 0 key
4 0 1 Hobbs
4 0 0 Lk
4 0 2 P'rket1







Nicklaus Holds Lead in Canadian Tourney.
WINDSOR, Ont. (AP) —
The Canadian Open is the only
major national championship
golf tournament Jack
Nicklaus hasn't won, but he
seems almost blase about
owning the halfway lead.
Perhaps winning 75 tour-
naments in a fabled career, as
Nicklaus has, makes
enthusiasm over a 36-hole lead
a rather useless frill—even
though he lost the event in a
sudden-death playoff last year
to Tom Weiskopf and was











for their efforts in making
--ovr--1.91fr County Fair the
Best Ever!
 •
runnerup two other times.
"That's why I'm here—to
win," Nicklaus said Friday,
after turning in his second
straight 67 for a six-under-par
134. It gave him a two-stroke
lead over four golfers: U. S.
Open champion Jerry Pate,
Jerry Heard, Bob Wynn and
J.C. Snead.
Arnold Palmer, tied for
Road Race Set
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Organizers say plans have
been completed for the
Paducah Summer Festival's
annual Road Race, a 10-mile
endurance test to begin at 8
a.m. Saturday, July 31.
Promoters of the race said
Friday the terrain is 95 per
cent flat—excellent for "fast
times among the tracksters
and would-be tracksters."
Trophies will be given to the
first 15 finishers, the first
woman finisher, and the
youngest and oldest finishers.
The first 36 to finish will




LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) —
John McEnroe of Douglas
Manor, N.Y., and
Winitsky of Miami Beach,
Fla., were to meet today for
the championship of the
National Junior Clay Court
Tennis Championships.
'McEnroe defeated Eric
lskersky of Rossford, Ohio 6-3,
6-1 Friday to gain the
championship matCh and No.
6 seeded Winitsky tripped No.
2 Robert Van 'tHof of Downey,
Calif ., 6-3, 7-5.
Van 'tHof..the last of the top
fve seeds left in competition
had defeated Mel Purcell of,
Murray, Ky., 6-2, 6-1 Thur-
sday. -
Winitsky won his .quar-
terfinal match over No. 4 Tony
Giarnmalva of Houiton, Tex.,
6-2, 4-6, 6-2, while McEnroe
was seoring a stunning upset
of topseeded Larry Gottfried
of Ft, Lauderdale, Fla., 6-7, 6
2, 7-5. lskersky also got in on
thattn, with an upset of No. 3
Eliot Teltscher 2-6, 6-2,6-2.
second with Heard with a 66
after Thursday's opening
round, shot a 71 to join Bruce
Crampton at 137.
First-round leader George
Burns, who tied the course
record with a 65 Thursday.
soared to a 75 to stand at even
par 140 over the 6,696-yard,
par-70 Essex Golf and Country
Club course.
Snead and Britain's Tony
Jacklin had Friday's best
score with 66s. The only other
golfer besides Nickllus with a
67 was Detroiter Calvin Peete,
who was among seven at 138
Weiskopf had 142.
The field of 150 vras cut to 76
for today's round. The finale
of the $200,000 tourney will be
Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
ANEHEIM, Calif. — Dick
Williams was fired as the
manager of the California
Angels and replaced on an




Adrianov of the Soviet Union
won his third gold medal in the
men's gymnastic competition
as he finished first on the ring
-apparatus.
N Golf
WI 2 OR, Ont. — Jack
Nicklaus ed his second
consecutive 6 take a two-
stroke lead over -,after two
rounds of the $200,000
Canadian Open Golf Cham-
pionship.
HARRISBURG. Pa. --
Second-year pro Bonnie Lauer
shot a three-under-par 69 to
share the first-round lead with
Sandra Haynie in the 950,000
Lady Keystone Open.
FOOTBALL




defeated the College All-Stars
in the annual preseason
exhibition game 24-0. The
game was called with 1:22 left
in the third period after a
torrential rain storm struck
the field.
Torrential Downpour, Rioting
Fans End All-Star Game In 3rd
By MIKE O'BRIEN
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — It was
perhaps the most bizarre
ending in football history, but
the Pittsburgh Steelers took it
as casually as factory hands
let off work early because the
machinery had broken down.
After all, the Steelers
already had finished their
jobs—not to mention the
blundering College All-
Stars—before -torrential rains
and chaos in the crowd forced
a halt to play at 11:49 p.m.,
EDT, with 1:22 left in the third
quarter Friday night.
Thousands in the crowd of
52,895 immediately swarmed
onto Soldier Field's artificial
- turf, frolicking in the puddles
and tearing down both goal
posts. The Steelers, who hail
mounted a 24-0 lead on threl'
Roy Gerela field goals and
second-half touchdowns by
Franco Harris, cheerfully
—accepted an early victory.











played Sunday, with the
winner collecting 640,000. The
purse is worth about $208,000
in American money.
Nicklaus has won only one
tournament this season but
ranks fifth in winnings with
9129,000.
In eight of 12 events he's
finished in the top 10—five
times in the top four.
Nicklaus had six birdies
Friday, including three on the
back nine where he also had a




A one-week long basketball
camp for boys and girls was
held at the Benton Junior High
gymnasium recently.
The camp was conducted by
Bob Warren, *a former
American Basketball
Association player and a
graduate of South Marshall
High School and Vanderbilt
University.
A total of 137 youngsters
participated in the camp..
At the end of the, week, the
cagers competed in three
areas: ball handling, free
throws and field goals.
Trophy winners for ball
handling were Richie Morris,
Bruce Ford, Troy Rose.
Daniel Lassiter, John Treas.
Scott Waldrop, Brad Haley
and Chris Gunn. Girl winners
ir'...luded Donna Jackson, Kim
Crowell, Kelly York, Mina
Todd and Shannon Morgan.
Free throw winners were
6ewe Dale Lockhart, Gary





and Chuck Adams. -Nk
winners included Kelly
English, Rachel Lamb, Carla
English, Anita Treas and Rose
Ross.
Field goal winners included
Kenneth McCuiston, Guy
Farr, Martin Clapp, Martin
Conner, Jeff Garrison, Todd
Dick, Russell Usher, Tim
Cook, Shane Wilkins and Doug
McCoy.
Macek Signs
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Don
Macek, the last of the San
Diego Chargers top draft
choice holdouts, signed with
the National Football League
club Friday.
The Chargers said Macek, a
Boston College guard who was
their No. 2 choice in the-past
draft, would report to camp
today.
Macek and two other new
Chargers, No. 1 choice Joe
Washington of Oklahoma and
Nor-3 pick Larry Dorsey of
Tennessee State, were in
Chicago Friday night to play




BUFFALO API — Mario
Clark, the club's number one
choice in the National Football
League draft, was signed to a
series of .one-year contracts,
the Buffalo Bills announced
Friday.
The defensive back played
college ball at the University
of Oregor.
like it. It was like Custer's last
stand," chortled Steeler
quarterback Terry Bradshaw,
who had shown Super Bowl'
form by completing 11 of 26
passes for 174 yards on a field
slicked by pregame showers.
"It was funny—not at all
scary," Chuck Noll, the
Steelers' usually taciturn head
coach, chuckled.
But All-Star Coach Ara
Parseghian, directing a team
for the first time since he
resigned after a brilliant
coaching career at Notre
Dame in 1974, said he was
:'absolutely shocked hy -the
fans."
The All-Stars had the ball on
the Steeler 34-yard line when
play was halted. Pittsburgh's
famed Steel Curtain defense
had almost totally muzzled an
All-Star offense weakened by
injury to quarterbacks Mike
Kruczek of Boston College and
Craig Ponrose of San Diego
State.
Jeb Blount of Tulsa quar-
terbacked the Stars the rest of
the way, but the wet field and
the relentless Steeler defense
made Blount's catchup task
virtually impossible.
Blount managed to com-
plete six of 12 passes ior 59
yards, but was intercepted
once and tackled for losse,
four times.
Bradshaw passed to Lynn
Swarm for 13 yards and Rocky -
Bleier hit right tackle for 15
more on the Steelers' second
series as they marched to a
first down at the All-Star 10.
But after two running plays
lost three yards, the Steelers
settled for a 29-yard field ooal
by Gerela.
A fumble by Penrose at the
All-Star 15 and an interception
by Jack Lambert at midfield
set up Gerela field goals of 32
and 29 yards- in the second
quarter. -
The Steelers struck quickly
in the third quarter, scoring a
safety when All-Star center
Kay Pinney snapped the ball
over punter Rick Engles' head
and out of the end zone.
Jack Deloplaine returned
the ensuing kick 26 yards to
the Stars' 26, setting up a 21
yard scoring burst by Harris.
Moments later, Tommy
Rearnon caught a Bradshaw
pass for a 25 yard gain to the
Stars' two, then plowed over
on the next play to cap the
scoring
The pros now lead the series
31-9-2, with the Stars' last
victory having been 20-17 over
the Green Bay Packers in
1963.
Pony League To Host
Regional Tournament
The Murray Pony League All-Stars will host the Pony
League Southeatern Regional Tournament August 5-8 at
the league diamond at the Murray-Calloway County Park.
Besides the host Murray team, other teams will include
the Kentucky state champions, die Illinois state champs,
the Indiana state champs and the winner of the game bet-
ween the Missouri and Kansas State champions.
Tom Eise_nmann and Chuck Fowler will be coaching the
Pony League All-Stars with help from Mike Hobble and
Bill Edwards.
Members of the Pony League All-Stars are as follows:
Kim Nilson, Kelly White, Nicky Swift, Ricky Smith,
Robert Santagado, Craig Rogers, Eddie Requarth, Keith
Overby, Fred Kemp, Tony Herndon, Timmy Graham,
Alan Gibbs, Mark Erwin, Keith Edwards and Grady
Bostick. •




Don't Let Hot Water
Costs Make You
About 25 cents of every dollar in your electric bill
goes for hot water when you have an electric water heater.
This percentage, however, can be reduced through wise
and careful practices.
Shower instead of floating in the tub. Either wash full
loads of clothes or reduce the amount of hot water per
load. The dishwasher shouldn't be turned on until it's full.
Or when doing dishes by hand, wash them in a full sink.
not under a runni,ng faucet. Set the water heater thermo-
stats no higher than150 degrees. And as for lealsy faucets.
fix-them as soon as they start to drip.
This way, hot water costs won't be higher than they
should. And you won't boil.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
klurriry Mayfield
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small part of this outdoor section
will be set aside for Classified or
Classified display ads. These ads will
be restricted to those items for sale or
trade that are commonly associated
with hunting, fishing, boating etc. Ads
for 4-wheel drive vehicles will be acc-
epted but for no other types of vehicle.
18 rr. DAY CRUISER
1968, motor and trailer.
Good condition. $350.
Can be seen at Slip No.
29 at Kenlake Marina or
call 7534019.
ONE 58 Lb. BEAR Kodiac
magnum. One 55 lb.
Martin MT-3 Ocelot
comAnd bow - new.
Rik's Archery Supply,
753-9872 or see Rick at
Lee's Upholstery 753-
5154,
28' PONTOON boat. 65 h.
p. Johnson motor.
Ready to go. Call 753-
4904.
14' MIRROR CRAFT
boat; like new Moody
trailer; 25 h. p. Johnson







18 FT. ASTROGLAS base
boat. 115 H. P. Mercury.
1972 model „Wet and
motor. Fully. equipped.
$2,900,Call 489-2149.
,,,C1J- ST 0 M
CAMOUFLAGE paint










18 h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Good con-
dition. Call 436-5561 after
5:30 p. m.
Deadline for classified ads to appear
in this section will be noon every Friday.
Sportsmen, you now have a chance
to advertise your items on the pages
most widely read by sportsmen in this
area. You may list your item in the
regular classified section for as many
days as you desire and also list 1t on
the Outdoor Lore page on Saturday.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting itglip111111
Hunting & fishing Licenses
-Kentucky's- leading outdootnew$ sectioo from The Murray Ledger and Times; Murray, Kentucky
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who enjoy thetut-of-doors
Outdoor Lore To Sponsor Field &
Stream's Awards Program For
Second Year Running
ONE AND A HALF TONS OF FISH — A recent fishing trip to Florida proved successful for 10 Kentucky men as they
hauled in 3000 pounds of red snapper, groupers and mackerel. Pictured above is (back row from left) Joe Mason,
Mayfield; Bob Beach, Murray; Hafton Garner, Murray. (front row from left) Fred Gardner, Murray; Pete Farley,
Murray; J. P. (Lulu) Walker, Murray, Ed Morgan, Murray; Carlo Sandlin, Lexington; and Mason Thomas, Murray. Not
pictured but accompanying these loCal men on the trip was Wayne Darnell. The bulk of the catch was red snapper
in the 6 to 8 pound range. The group was using squid for bait and fished approximately 130 miles out in the Gulf of
Mexico from Panama City, Florida. Lower left picture shows Carlo ,andlin from Lexington with a 50 pound King
Mackerel !le boated. Fred Gardner of Murray (lower right) holds a 50 pound red snapper he had just boated. Fred is
having the snapper mounted. A similar trip last year gave Fred the opportunity to hang into and boat a 750 pound
shark. All the fish caught and not claimed was sold in the rough to a local commercial wholesale house. Persons in-
terested in a charter trip can obtain that information from FrediGardner at Murray Bait.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
It may be better to throw your
popper near the rip rap than to
risk losing it in the stickups.
But if it's crappie results
you're after, better try over
submerged cover this week.
If you want to try your luck
in jumps, wait for shad.
Seasoned fishermen can
learn all this by reading the
fishing report put out twice a
week by the Kentucky Fish
and Wildlife Resources
Department.




fisherman, it's in plain
English, but to nonanglers or
those new to the sport it may
seem a bit incomprehensible.
Pete Pfeiffer, the depar-
tment's assistant director of
fisheries, explained Thursday
what some of the terms mean.
For instance, crappie
fishing is not necessarily bad
fishing.
Crappie, pronounced
croppie, are in the suzsh
family. They grow to a wdTht
of a pound or more and are
-very good to eat, Pfeiffer
said.
This week, in some Ken-
tucky lakes, crappie are being
caught near submerged cover,
which Pfeiffer explained
refers to tree limbs, rocks, or
other underwater objects that
give fish a place to live or
hide.
As another in a series of
special services to local
hunters and fishermen of the
area, Outdoor Lore will again
sponsor the nationally famous
Field & Stream "Awards for
Sportsmen" program.
Fred Gardner of Murray
Bait Co. and Jerry McConnell
of Uncle Jeff's Sporting
Goods, authorized agents of
the awards program, now
have the affidavit forms for
those who wish to participate.
A number of attractive
awards for big game, fishing
and bird shooting are
available from Field &
Stream. Each award is
presented on a complimentary
basis for trophies meeting
certain requirements.
The Honor Badge program
introduced forty years ago
appeals to sportsmen of all
„ages. Mounted in game room
or on a sportsman's hat, it's a
distinctive touch and welcome
recognition of achievement.
The emblems are made in a
bronze Milt!, except for three
special Award Pins finished in
gold, silver, and green bronze
for Field & Stream Annual
Fishing Contest winners. Mr.
Wm. Crooks of Ellis Drive,
Murray was a winner in last
year's contest with his 1 pound
13 ounce blueKill cau4.11t out of
4,watershed with a cane pole-.
the bluegill is .mounted and
- can be seen at Murray Bait. "'
Division awards are given
for bagging Wild Turkey,
various Big Game animals
and First Bird badges for the
beginning bird hunter.
Of particular interest at this
time of year is the sport of
fishing and attention is
.directed toward our also
sponsoring the Field & Stream
66th Annual Fishing Contest.
The two divisions which affect
most of the fishermen in this
area will be (1) Fresh-Water
A popper is a small fishing
lure that floats on the surface,
he said. When it is moved by
twitching the fishing rod, it
makes a splashing, popping
noise in the water.
"It's designed to simulate a
bug or something that would
fall in the lake and would kick
and disturb the surface,"
Pfeiffer said.
Bluegill, a fish particularly
tasty when filleted and
breaded 'before cooking, can
often be caught on poppers, he
said.
641 Super Shell
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seilco watches
Fly Casting and (2) Fresh-
Water Open. The sponsors will
also be agencies through
which salt-water trophies may
be entered. Certificates of
Honorable Mention will be
awarded for the best entries
by state. -
A special Junior Division for
children up to 12 years of age
is also offered. Honor Badge
and Certificate for each
eligible, entry meeting the
legal minimum weight
requirement in state where
caught is sent to the entries.
All fish must be caught on
standard rod, reel, and line
with either 'bait or artificial
lure. There are no restrictions
as to line and Leader test' or
length. Fish must be hooked
and played by the Junior
angler. Adults are not per-
mitted to touch the tackle and
may only assist in the landing
of the fish with net or gaff Hi
the recognized manner. There
will be three winners in each
class. Among the different
freshwater classes are
Largemouth B alas F
Smallmouth Bass; Black
Bullhead (catfish); Yellow
Perch; and the Walleye.
Outdoor Lore, Murray Bait
Co., and Uncle Jeff's Sporting
Goods will assist all ap-
plicants in filling out thei?'
awards affidavits and fishing
contest applications. Contact
any of these Sponsors for
having photographs made.
There is no charge for the
photographs or for contest
entry.
The awards program is in no
way to be construed as an all
out competitive contest but
instead a recognition of the
skill used in hunting or fishing.
All game and fish must be
taken in accordance with the
game laws of the state or
province in which it was
taken.
Using crickets for bait and fishing a local farm pond,
Roger Chrisman and Bucky Erwin brought in this respec-
table stringer of bluegill. The fifteen fish stringer
weighed in at 10 pounds 12 ounces. .
Photo Courtesy Murray Bait Co.
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed
Hook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires and
four-wheel drive vehicles
The "Widest" selection of four-wheeling tires in the
Jackson Purchase featuring:
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• open stance
• feet apart, shoulder width
• weight divided evenly on both feet
2. HOCK AN ARROW
• double nocking.point
• flock Ws string snugly
• odd 45ther points away from bow
forms Boy Ssout salute
string DEEP in first crease of
finger pints
fingers curl around string, form-
ing HOOK, turn tips of fingers
toward you
keep back of hand straight with
arrr . relax wrist
bow tits in V of index
finger/thumb
index finger/thumb form loose
ring around bqw handle
bow held against muscular pad
below thumb
wrist, fingers relaxed
turn bottom of bow arm elbow
away from string and hold
elbow stiff (locked, if possible)
5. HEAD UP/
SHOULDERS BACK
• raise head to near vertical
• look at center of target
• bow handle in V elbow turned





raise bow arm and draw arm
to shoulder height
INSTINCTIVE AIMING
wit) With eyes open, positron
4 r • if p.4
'macs sets, balance prevents naturar
body sway. gives shooter more stability
in wind: permits wider range of movement
from hips and waist (target and hunting)
Target shooter must make conscious effort
to Place feet in Same pOSItiOn for each
shot
meal an arrow: Double mocking point adds'
confidence ta arrow floc% and string place
ment snug "rocks help prevent arrow tall
'rig oft string during draw and eliminate
releasing string er,thout arrow fully 'socked
in's% necking)
string hand: Boy Scout salute positions
hard to'receive string seeps little finger
off string. %Ids thumb against palm and
positions it at angle that ili fit under
jaw at anchor. DEEP and MOOR used to,
estab/ish full, confident hold or string,
preventing arrow from, falling 'off arrow
rest WriSt straight and relaxed seeps hand
from cupping
bow hand/bee eras. Bow handle pressure
must be balanced on thumb pad between
.nOtv finger and thumb, loose hand pre-
vents flinching at release, hand Should
conform to Dandie design Turning elbow
away 'from string snows string clearance,
prevents -string sting' Use long training
arrnguard while erorkirvg out elbow prob-
lems Locked elbow prevents collapse
head up/stiestlders beet Basic transition
step establishes positive target attitude
and unit position, allows shooter and in-
struct& to recheck bow hand bow arm
and string finger position
raise sieftipirtdrrnis Wok Use either pre-
draw gap or pre-draw sight method With
unit in pro-draw position. pre;dreso gip
permits shooter to aim arrow pear to
Trolling Kentucky Lake dropoffs proves to be con-
tinually successful for local fishermen. Cathey Guerin
Pet), ferry Maupin (center), and Krista Maupin (right),
caught these 12 sauger using deep running lures.
Photo Courtesy Murray lair Co
group is a bunch of bullfrogs,
and that June is their prime
mating month.
Bullfrogs are good for
something besides making
noise. Many fishermen con-
sider them excellent table
fare, and they search out the
biggest frogs in anticipation of
a gourrnent treat Of deep-fried
frog legs.
It's best to wait until early
June to hunt • frogs, since




"...if the bass or crappie won't
BASICS OF 
BETTER SHOOTING 
cooperate, maybe 'old whiskers' will."
stress of full draw, places Dow eini in
Proper Ceisitian with target, gives consist
lite basic arming technique, shooter not
pre occupied with aiming at full draw
and Can concentrate on forrn Limitation
— effective only at close range lop to
twenty yards) Bow sight method allows
simple. positive xrnafg shooter has con
slant viSuii reference of sight placement
Limitations — overemphasis or: sighting
mav :ause loss cif form concentration
With enter sighting technique shooter
ancl instructor inost emphasize arrow
grouping rather than bui/seye hits, ex
tremely important that shooter took at and
cnnicerinate on the spot he intends To hit
full draw/ lids anchor: Stress full draw
and solid incisor luse side anch& with
both pre-draw gap and sight methods);
full (Ii,.,, maintained trm ,,nstant nul,
bp of arrow about 18 inches
below target center (using a
36-inch target face, stand-
ing 20-30 feet from target)
shift eyes to center of target,
concentrate on CENTER without
moving unit
SIGHT AIMING
place sight in middle of target
and maintain general sight location
7. FULL DRAW/
SIDE ANCHOR
• bow arm straight and locked,
maintain pre-draw aim or
sight position
• draw string by pulling with
shoulder and back muscles
• pulling elbow slightly higher
than shoulder
• to anchor, touch corner of mouth
with index finger while thumb
slides along and drops behind and
under law
bow pre-aimed, so concentrate
on CENTER of target, maintain
sight position in CENTER of target
constant feeling of tension in draw-
ing-arm shoulder and back muscles
hold for slow count of 'three'
9. RELEASE
eyes concentrating on center
of target
anchor firm along law
start pulling shoulder blades
together and elbow back
as shoulder blades pull
together and elbow back,
relax string fingers
eyes_ continue concentrating
on ceritio of target
string fingers slide along jaw
and touch side at neck
bow arm remains in,line
with target
hold follow inrough until
hear arrow r"' target
140,r) shoulew and back musc.les, high vi-
bow *flows better tension and alignment
collapse ecs likely to occur Anchor must
feel secure at all times, located at a powi
twin ',mole to duplicate with each shot
Anchor the rear Sight
WO and aim: Eyes coricentrate on center
cif target mind concentrates on tension
in back muscles. hold must be firm and
confident
mesase increase in StI0O1O4K and back
tension triggers release hand to vela* ft
lease 5 act,ated by relaxing entire strung
Stand from wrist forward
Illtee ?Monti: Eye concentrabOn On Con-''
term target presents peeking and flinching;
follow through should be a natural re- ,
action ol back tension should not be .
hibited :r fortled A good dirManStration trr
foul, .rurugli vs worth a thousand words
A Strange Chorus
Each June the nation's
warm water streams, ponds
and lakes are host to the an-
nual return of a renowned
music group called the
"Barrel '0 Rum" choir.
Composed mainly of voices
that resemble the throaty
sounds of a bass fiddle, the
songsters serenade only at
night, and are mostly in-
terested in attracting mates.
By now you may have
guessed that our musical
Happy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCtURE
yo• c 90 ft-trout of Murray Oar T rn,lp, Turn right on 280
Follaw 280 for 7 mites post Bonner: Grocery take
blockfor ' Panorama ondfoliowLiocsi-
Telephone 502-436-5483
a new crop will be in the egg
stage by then. It takes several
years for a frog to reach
maturity.
There are several ways to
capture bullfrogs. Catching
them by hand permits the
fisherman to return the frog to
the water if it's determined to
be too small after being taken.
Where this is not practical, a
gig or a piece of red cloth tied




"Old Whiskers-" isn't much
to look at, but he proves the
old saying that beauty (or the
Lack of it is only skin deep.
Under the catfish's ugly skin,
there's some really beautiful
meat just waiting to be turned
into a mouth-watering fish fry.
And a catfish isn't as par-
ticular about what he eats as
are some of the "fancier"
game fish we often wear out
our arms and our patience on.
He'll take everything from an
occasional artificial lure to
special home-made concotions
which smell so bad that the cat
will try to bury them.
The variety of a catfish's
appetite is matched only by
the number of methods
fishermen have devised for
catching him. Kentucky
anglers go after catfish with
everything from cane poles to
rods and reels which look like
the; belong on a deep-sea
fishing expedition.
The heaviest tackle will
show up below the dams at
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes,
where anglers "fish and boils"
for big blue, channel or
flathead cats. For those who
want their catfish angling
exciting, this is the way to
fish.
The "boils" are the tur-
bulent areas immediately
below the dams where water"'
from the generators is
discharged. The water will
actually boil up, sometimes a
much as 18 inches, above the
surrounding surface. In ad-
dition to water, the generators
also discharge fish which have
been sucked into the intakes
and catfish gather at the
.. outlets for an easy meal.
Expert '-boll fisherinen
prefer flat-bottom boats with
small outboard motors. The
run the bow of the boat into the
boil, then let the motor hold
the craft stationary against
the flow of the water.
They then lower a hunk of
cut bait directly down into the
boil, using a 20 ounce sinker to
counteract the upflowing
current. And thijr- pull out
some monstrous fish. The
state record blue catfish, a 100
pounder, was taken from
Kentucky Dam.
Needless to say, this type of
fishing is for the experienced.
Just handling a boat in the
boils takes some doing and it's
definitely not the place to take
the family for an afternoon's
outing. But for those who want
their catfish angling a little
:less exciting, there are
suitable waters, and fish, just
Vernon's
Cleaning a frog is not an
easy task for beginners, but it
gets easier after a few lessons.
One method calls for cutting
away the bacK legs (which are
to be eaten and removing the
skin from these with pliers.
Take care not to pull the meat
with the skin. The front legs
and the back are also edible.
Soak the meat overnight in
saltwater, ,rinse well and
prepare for deep frying by
rolling it in a batter made of
eggs, milk and flour. Fry the
pieces until golden brown and
they're ready to eat!
WESTERN STORE
Fisherman's Special
Bey Ike fesnows Kook N Koller Newt eel receive yew ME choice of 55.95
retool Sisk Filial Sena, 5 eon of socks or $5.95 cello!
Open 7.Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
waiting.
Many farm ponds
throughout the state are
stocked with channel catfish,
and these small bodies of
water can offer some fine
fishing. Rivers and large
streams also offer the op-
portunity to laze away a hot
summer afternoon by sitting
in the shade waiting for a
catfish to pick up bait from the
bottom.
Or you can try trotlining or,
limb lining. A limb line is just
that - a line with a baited hook
tied to an ovithanging limb.
The limb serves as a rod, its
flexibility preventing the fish
from jerking loose before the
angler gets back to check it.
A trotline or limb line may
be used by fishermen with a
sport fishing license, but the
trotlines must have no more
than 50 hooks, with the hooks
no closer together than 18
inches. These lines must be
checked every 24 hours and
must be removed, from the
water after use.
A favorite trotline bait is
small bluegill or other bait
fish, but cut bait or special
catfish mixtures can also be
used. For the family, on a
cembined fishing and cam-
ping trip, a trotline is
sometimes an ideal choice. It
can be set just before dark and
run just after daylight, freeing
the day for swimming, sight-
seeing or other amusements. • •
Of course, some care must
be exercised in handling a
trotline. There are a lot of
hooks flying around, and the
fishermen should be careful,
particularly when landing a
large fish, not to catch
themselves. Also remember
that every member of a party
participating in a trotline
expedition should have a
license_ if one is required of
them for other types of
fishing.
There's no statewide size or
creel limit on catfish in
Kentucky and this species
isn't really fished for as
heavily here as in some other
states. This makes it a natural
for those wanting to fill a
freezer with fresh fish or to.
invite the friends and relatives
over for a fish fry.
And if you've never eaten
fresh catfish, then you don't
know what you're missing.
The meat is white and firm
and the taste just about un-
beatable.
So if you want to try some
change-of-pace fishing this
summer, give catfish a try. Or
take along some catfish gear
on your next fishing trip — if
the bass or crappie won't
cooperate, niaybe "old
whiskers" will.
A stringer of 10 bass weighing in at 39 pounds was
caught recently by Bob Moody (left) and "Red" Crowell.
Four of the bass on the stringer weighed around 6
pounds each. The pair attributed their Barldey lake cat-
ch to purple and blue worms. _
Photo Courtesy Mousy leit Co.
Land Between The Lakes Experiences a
Biggest Weekend In 12 Year History
The largest single holiday
weekend in the 12-yelir history
of the Land Between The
Lakes was recorded over the
three-day Memorial Day
period. Hillman Ferry
Campground reopened on the
Friday befirre the holiday,




A total of 503 groups, or
approximately 2,400 people,




during the weekend. Heavy
use also was reported at many
other camping areas.
Sporting Goods Dept.
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Colt Smith & Wesson
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2 Notice
KATHRYN GARRISON'S
Sewtique. 1 1 0 8
Mulberry. All fabric 20
per cent off. All for sale







Channels 2, 3, 7
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THAT HE HASN'T CALLEP




WHERE iS IN THE














Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
PARTS FOR OLD
'TELEPHONES, ALADDIN




ANTIQUE STUFF. SEE AT
Hubert Coles
Antique Shop-













































Approximately 12.000 so. ft.
of rental space available at




5. lost And Fouild
TAN AND SUEDE ladies





Hazel and Highway 121
on Old Murray-Paris
Rd. $25.00 reward.
Contact 492-8121 or 492-
8405.
6. Help Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.










in your area. This is
solid business op-
portunity in the ,safety
and security field,
backed by a company
•v7ith 138 years of
valuable experience. If
you have a sales ar sales
management
background and want to
be in the $35,000 plus
income bracket call
Ronnie Giles, collect at
205-825-3301, 9 a. m. 3 p.
m. Monday and
Tuesday only. No dealer
or franchise please. Call

























filled by August 9
MAH CONVERSATIoN 'PoUr  
GLAD To, AFTER AH FiNiSHE5
HUNTIN' AN' FISHIN' WITH Ti-IFCF
7 RE-SLAR FELLAS-j--
steady work. Top pay,


























If you qualify, you'll be
guaranteed where you





, who've joined the Army.











SITTER in my home.
Starting August 30th,
Monday thru Friday.




'like to have room and















Contact Belcher Oil Co.,
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6 p. m. Murray 436-5459.
11 Instructions
RIDING LESSONS
people of all ages.
Horses trained for all
riding club events. Call
753-3583.
14 Want To Buy
COINS - American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, KenlAcky
42453. Give location. Will




Electric, 753-1551 or 753-
9104. We also have used
air conditioners for sale,
$25 and up.
WANT TO BUY trailer
for 14' flat bottom boat.
Call 753-0362 or 753-7648.
15 Articles For Sale
ICE MAKER. 450 lb. per
day, 550 lb. storage.
$1250. Call 753-1930 or
753-7205.
16. Home Furnishings
GOLD GAS STOVE, good
condition. Antique roll
top desk at least 100





21/2 miles North of
Murray on '641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
Far Sala
One t x 11 walk-in cooler
One 6 x 8 ealk-in Freezer
Now in operation.
lorry's Itastearan
S. 12* Street, Money, Ky.
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at doorways
bright and fluffy again




10 drawer maple chest,
$50. Twin size bed
frame, $18.00. Brass
twin headboard, $15.00.
Twin box spring, $20.
Call 753-8416.
MAYTAG 3 cycle front








and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760,
day of night. /
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Scrtrice, 500 Maple











USED 12 cubic foot GE
chest food freezer. Good
condition. Call 753-3330
after 4 p. m. or all time
on weekends.
7 B. P. _RIDING lawn
mower, $100. Black
vinyl recliner, $60. Two
maple end, tables and
coffee table $75. 10 speed
girls bike with baby
seat, $50. Call 753-6855
after 5 p. m.
BUNK BEDS, single,
$65.00. Set, $100. Five
drawer maple chest,
$50, Hollywood twin bed
outfit with headboard.
$25. One winged sofa
with 3 cushions, $50. One
green nylon pile rug,
11x8. $25. One blue plush
pile rug, 11x8, $25. One









625. Washer and dryer,
$200. Sofa. $25. Call 753-
8595
19 Farm Equipment
TWO ROW CORN head.
45 John Deere combine.
$650. Call 753-8997.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





and disc. 1954 Chevrolet
truck, 1/2 ton, grain bed.
Call 436-2689.





A FARMALL tractor with
plow, disc and
cultivator. Excellent




boat and trailer. $150.
Call 753-6556.
16 Fr. ASTROGIAS bass
boat. 115 H. P. Mercury.


















14' CHEROKEE boat, 18
h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Good con-
dition. Call 436-5561 after
5:30 p. m.
YAMAHA Classical
guitar in good condition.
$55. Call 436-2634.
REPOSSESSED organ
like new. Balance due
Take up payment on













Riding mower. Call 1-
247-7513.
GAS -DRYER, in good
condition, Black di
decker grass trimmer,
and 75 H. P. Mercury
motor . See at 1012 Payne
Street after 5:30 p. m.
FOR SALE FOUR burial
plots in Christus Gar-
dens at Murray
Memorial Gardens. Sell
for $750. Call collect
(615) 446-6782.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
28' PONTOON boat, 65 h.
p. Johnson motor.
Ready to go. Call 753-
4904.
18 F1'. DAY CRUISER
1968. motor and trailer.
Good condition. $350.
Can be seen at Slip No.




controls. $200. M Caliber
Smith and Wesson, $165.
Rifle 243 caliber $110.
Telescope, $40. Call 753-
7827.
26 TV Radio
TAKE UP $15 monthly
payment on 25" color
console TV. One black
and white for $5.00 a
month. Call 753-7575.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x 60 CENTRAL
air, unfurnished. Call
437-4845 or 489-2348 or
489-2316.





central heat and air,
storm windows, porches
and underpinning. Have
to see to appreciate. Call
days 436-5483, after 6 p.
m. 753-7450.
12 x 70 1974 Atlantic, 3
bedroom, lit bath,




safety straps, and un-
derpinned. Set up 236
Riviera Ct. Call 753-7568
forappointment.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
21 Motule Home Sales






10 x 56 TRAILER with
nice porch and un-
derpinning. Call 436-
2172.
12 x 65 TRAILER, '2
bedroom, air con-
ditioned. $4,200. Call 435-
4588, if no answer call
753-9808.
1972 12 x $02 Bedroom
furnished, washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
9512 or 753-7302.
28 •reating & Cooling
AIR CONDITIONERS,
17,000 BTU, 15,000 BTU,






TWO 5000.BTU, one 6000





on waterfront lot on




court, one or 2 people.
$70. Call 753-8216 after 5
p.m.
31. Want To Rent
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
Mantled couple
large dog. Call 767-2753.
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
753-5184.
32. Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX Apartment.
Call 753-7850 or 753-8681.
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753.5865 or 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5845 or 753.
5108 after 6 p. m.
FURNISHED APART-










34 Houses For Rent
FIVE ROOM HOUSE
with bath, hot and cold
water, place for washer
and dryer. References
preferred. No pets. Call
492-8360 after 5 p. m.
12 x MOBILE HOME, 
NKr.-- TWO BEDROOMfurnished or un- 
brick home for sale orfurnished. Two
rent. Call 436-5479.bedroom, 11/2 bath,
central air and heat. On
100 x 198 lot. $9900. Call
4364839.
1914 ATLANTIC 12 x 65.
Fully carpeted, 2 !erg
patios, 2 • air con-






1974 NORRLS 12 x 61. 
Extrif nice. New 26,000
BTU air conditioner.
Sears washer and dryer.
Underpinned. Located






only. Call 753-6281 after 6
p.m.







gelding. Moving - must






pups, 'all healthy, ready
to go. Excellent watch
dog. 675.00 each. Call
Paris 642-7118 after 5,
642-9850.
AKC REGISTERED Toy
Poodles for sale. One
s; white, one apricot. Also
Peek-A-Poo, one white,







BEAGLE DOGS, two 9
months old. One grown.
Call 753-3190.
POODLE CLIPPING and
dog grooming at my
farm. Call 436-2510







puppies. All male. Reds
and blacks. Nine weeks
old. Call 753-4510.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. CaR
436-5467
40. Produce
FRESH SWEET corn and
tomatoes. Phone 753-




ready, 10 cents per
pound. Also now booking
order fro freezing corn,
both -§"ikket- • itn4:-..•
polinated white field
corn. Tofu Herndon,
Route 5, Box 396, call
436-2139 after 6 p. m.
41.Public Sales
THREE PARTY YARD
Sale, Saturday, July 24.
408 N. 5th St. From 10 a.
tn. to 5 p. m. One day
only.
YARD SALE - Friday,
July 23 and Saturday,
July 24, from 9 to 5.
About one mile north of
Hardin on 641 at the







July 24. From 7-4. Four
miles South of Murray
on 121 at New Hope,'
43 Real Estate
SOLD TWO MORE farms
last week. Choice farm
featured this iieek ia
located Southwest of:
Murray. Good:
producing farm. good' •
fencing, with bider:
frame house, tobacco:




cent of farm in good::
tendable acreage. This-. -
farm offers a good-
return on investment:
and including all
provements is an ex-
cellent buy at only $550:
per acre. Contact:
KOPPERUD REALTY•:4
753-1222 for all your Rear
Estate needs.
340' x 337 BEAUTIFUL'
wooded tract of land::
located in Kentucky::
• Lake area. County road::
runs thru this parcel and%
can be divided into 7:.
large building sites.:!
May be purchased for.:
Only $3995 with $40 down::
and $40 per monih.
have larger' tracts of
land that may be bought!
with a small down'.
payment and monthlyi
payments to suit the./
buyer. For directions tot
inspect phone Robert E. •
Thornburg at 436-5320.
• •





































































































on this quality home in
Gatesborough. Home is









area, wired for stereo
throughout house,




areas. This is an op-
portunity to get an












bedroom brick veneer in
Westwood Subdivision.
Therrnopane windows,-
. large fireplace, garage,
all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreeiate it.









family room, wall to
wall ,earpeting and
spacious Outdoor
storage area. Lot is
approxirnatley 2 acres.
Call 753-8080 or coem by
105 N. 12th, BOYD-
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.









(Applicants must have minimum of 3 years
industrial experience.) Excellent fringe
benefits - nospitalintion, retirement, paid
holidays, (10) and vacation.
Must be able to read schematics and have a
good knowledge of AC and DC.
Maw or Write: C. I Steitrt, Personnel
Manager, General Tire and Rubber Co. One
General Street, Mayfield, Ky. 42966. hone
(502)2474730 extension 237
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY BOWYER. N F
LEGAL NOTICE
NOTICE OF-INVITATION TO PETITION
THE KENTUCKY GENERIC
DRUG FORMULARY COUNCIL
Notice is hereby given that the Kentucky
Generic Drug Formulary Council (created by
House Bill No. 427, 1972 Acts of the General
Assembly) will accept petitions from any sup-





THRANOL and DIOCTYL SODIUM SULFOSUC-








E ; . SCOPOLAMINE; TRICHLOR-
METHIAZIDE.
Formulary petition forms may be obtained
from the Kentucky Generic Drug Formulary
Codncil, c-o Dorothy Barnes, Department for
Human Resources, Bureau for Health Services,
275 East Main Street, Frankfort, Kentucky,
40601. Completed petitions will be accepted by
this office beginning July 31, 1976, and no later
than September 30, 1976. .
Each petition must be submitted in duplicate.
FOR SALE
On Saturday, August 7, 1976, at 10:00 A. M., the
Calloway County Board of Education will offer
for sale to the highest bidder the following items:
Schoolbags
1 - 1151 ishiroollessi - 011ymessager bed tooter - bus No.
1 • 1%4 Chemist - 40 eassompar - iles Ile. 24
1 • 1%4 Chevrolet -41 passeaser - bad meter, se relester -
bus Me. 21
I. 1%3 Omelet - 4t passer/re - bed beey - bus No. It
Miscellanea*: Items
1 Armors serphs, re drives, air compresser
1 - now model, operated press
1. Ileslister me sod hot teek, pa heated
- Old mobile classroom ie pear ammItiee, lii 46
• IsIdgett emirs, pa
- floor fun
6.5' Reresamort "pi %tyres
1 - let of %Iasi chairs, speresismally 200
1 • tett/view desk cloaks, metal
1. Let medest arm choirs, weed
1 - Let of electric wrotert
3. Desk tests
- Weed IN., caldam
5. Mummy modem work tales
1- 10,010 1,711 air corolltiowor
1 - 73,000 BTU eir coaditleser, mood Isom*
I. later-team swam
1 • hileirtgemory puigrera ciech
4 • Nosey duty, mold& 1Pi1 %dares (flood WI type)
3. Net water boar* wets, for lures area
12 .1.11 lieselated wire (helm rolls)
1 • Roller type food cart
.Toledo Ma 'maw
The sale will be held at the Calloway Board of
Education's office-on the College Farm Ftoad,in
Murray, Kentucky.
Terms of the sale will be cash. The Board of
Education reserves the right to withdraw any
item from the published list on the day of sale
and also reserves the right to reject any or all
43 Real Estate
teethe' Si, Oise
4 Itedreem, 21/2 bath, rite
mem, room,
fireplecii -belt as. MP in
1174 of quality con-
striectioa.
Acre
4 bedroom 1 hstli, same
heeds. Abs.. Mem we% be
imereved t leer% much
"Imre located es Irvin Cobh




44. tots For Sale
2,4 ACRE RESIDENTIAL
lot. Two miles out 641
South. Price $2500. Call
753-7867.
CONTACT OWNER -..
package deal. Three lots
on Keniana Develop..,




46219 or call 14317)-357-.
3157.
45. Farms For Sale
80 ACRE FARM. Four
room house. One mile
West of Dexter. Call
Johnny McLeod, Ben-
ton, 527-8669 after 4 p. m.
250 ACRES BY OWNERS
near TVA steam plant at
Cumberland City, .Tenn.
P. 0. Box 231, Ashland
City, Tenn. or call 615-
244-1579.
46. Homes For Sale
FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 134 baths. Central




your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
.Ycitir property.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, garage attached,
apple trees, 2 small
outbuildings, garden
§pot, 2 miles South of Bel
Air Shopping Centef on
641. Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, central heat and














near University. . Bath





town must sell before
August 14th. Only
$2 8,5 0 O. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main
' St. Phone 753-5842.
BY OWNER - spacious 4
bedroom, 2 bath home
with sunken living room,
den and 2 car garage.
Near Murray High
School. $44,500. Call 753-
0783.
agarmdf21
ri to re6 OR LESS
I y
8.
>IIIVE BEEN REAPING ABOUT -THE IM-
PROVING ECONOMY, BUT I'M STILL 1401GETTING. CHANGE FROM A -TWENTY."
46 Homes For Sale
HOUSE AND 51r. acres
land. Both* is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641












bedroom, 2 bath home
near high school. Call
753-6496.
BY OWNER - extra nice 3
bedroom,. 2 bath, kit-
chen-den Combination,
good location. Call 753-
8673.
FOR SALE NEW 4
bedroom house nearing
completion. Buy now
and choose your carpet
color. Call 753-3903.
47 Motorcycles




Like new. $975. Call 753-
_86l5,






1972 HONDA CB 3, 3700
actual miles-. Good








49 Used Cars & Trucks
1970 SCOUT-excellent.
Four wheel drive. What
you always wanted. Call
753-5281 after 6 p.m.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA















cor all complete full size cars delivered
to ...




49 Used Cars & Trucks -
1951 CHEVY 1 ton truck
with good bed and sides.
$350.00. Phone 354-6691.
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR
hardtop, power brakes,
steering and air. $325.•
Four chrome reversible
wheels for Ford or
Mercury, $40. Call 753-
7927.











1973 FORD PICKUP. Low
mileage. Extra clean.
Call 489-2630.
1072 HO IS AUDI, 4 door,




will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4






Call 753-4124, South 4th












home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5627 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4633,
after 8 p. m. Call 1464-
8161 or 1-3544138.
KIRBEY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free




1964 THUNDERBIRD, and exterior by the hour
immaculate. MO. Call or job. Free estimates.
7534703 afterf4R-..., - - Call 7534343.
1970 IMPALA, power and
air, needs motor work.
Best offei. Call 753-0509.
1956 INTERNATIONAL
good farm truck. Runs
good. Looks good. $550.
, ,9k11 753-7699 or 753-0123.
1973 BUICK CENTURY, 2
-doir, one owner, 12,000




car. 65,000 actual miles.
Needs paint job. Good
mechanical condition.
See at Tabers Body






1969 GAIAXIE 5011, 4
door. stereo, Itrack AM-
FM radio. Good con-






good tape Ailey& and
stereo speakers. Runs
real good, very clean.
Brand new tires.
Average retail $2800.
Will sacrifice for $2150.
Call 753-0123 days or 753-
7699 nights.
1968 FORD, 3/4 ton, 4
wheel drive. $10u). 1966
GMC, long wheel base,
V-8, straight shift. $400.
Cll 753-9340.
1973 PINTO automatic,
radio and tape player.
$1350. Call 489-2595.
1965 DODGE pick-up, 318
automatic, body is a
little rough but runs







Sleeps six Call 753-4904
311071
51 Services Offered •
LICENSED eleftrican -
prompt efficient ser-
vice.. No job too small.
'Call' Ernest White, 7S3-
0605.








































and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.
 FREE PICKUP on junk
GUTTERING BY cars. -Can-
SEARS, Sears seamless- Duncan Garage.
gutters installed per 
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooliiig
bills, call Doug Taylor at---
753-2310 for free
WANTED ELDERLY




TA V and backhoe
wad needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
tfttimates. 436-2586.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and











753-5429 after 4 p.m.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For





















FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free






struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
1. Services Offered
WILL DO sewing in my
home. Call 753-0251.
54. Free Column






Three have long hair
and one is short haired.
They will be small dogs.
All are very lovable and
playful. Must also give
away the mother atog,
she is a small, Terrier
type dog that is well
mannered and well
behaved. Call 753-0298 or
753-4954 after 4 p. m.
FREE: two 12 weeks old
kittens. Male is black
and female is gray and
white. Perfect
chilcirens' pets. Call 753-
0804 after 5:00 p.m.
GREY AND WHITE





old. Yellow and white.
Were abandoned arid
need good home. Call
753-3535 after 5:00 p.m.
FREE: Adult orange
tabby cat. Lovable and
sweet. Desperate.,
needs a good home. Call
753-4783 after 5:00 p. in.
FREE-Six of the cutest
and most lovable
puppies that you'll ever
see. About six weeks old.
Three are males, solid
black. Three are
females, black, brown,
and white spotted. their
hair will be fairly long
and their tails are held
curled over their backs.
Were abandoned at the
new City Park and are
now under the care of
the Humane Society.
These pups all have
sweet and friendly
dispositions and appear
to be in excellent health.
Call either 753-3994 or
753-3535 after 4:30 p.m.
SIDING CARPORTS RATIO COVERS AWNINGS
ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Box 377. Hazel, Ky.
Will Ed Bailey Office Bobby tawren,..
492 8897 492-8647 492-8879
•
For Sale By Owner
3 Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-
to-wall carpeting with large covered patio and
outbuilding. Central gas heat and air con-
ditioning. Freshly painted and ready to move in.
Priced in low 30's
Call David King- 753-8355
Lets Talk
Bathrooms
How does yours look?
Is it attractive? Are you proud of it?
Or is it a mantenance prAlem and on eye sore?
! nri :‘ ou • - 1 A's change the subject' -!
Then you need to see. . .
Thornton Tile
And Marble




May Be Picked Up
Monday, July 26
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
and
Tuesday, July 27
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
8111S. 9th
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Plan Devised To Free Jammed
Mechanical Arm On Viking I
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
Viking 1 trouble shooters have
successfully tested a plan they
believe Will free a jammed
mechanical arm aboard the
lander, a device that is critical
in the search for life on Mars.
Engineers tried the scheme
Friday on a duplicate Viking
lander in a sandbox turned
into a sirriulated Martian
desert at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory.
Late tonight, repair in-
structions will be fed into
Viking's computer, and the
results of the long-distance
repair job will be known
Sunday evening, said mission 
director Tom Young.
The jammed arm, which is
the only tool Viking can use to To Hear Pastor At
obtain Martian soil for
biological ana1yjOa4- Services
•
most serious of three ..problems,; Without and
problems to strike in recent Within" will be the subject of
days.
Officials said they would try
next week to repair a
seismometer designed to
Drama Planned
By Players At -
First Church
The Kentucky Baptist
Student Union Drama Team,
called the Son-Share Players,
will present a special drama
at the seven p.m. worship
services on Sunday, July 25, at
the First Baptist Church.
Members of the players
group, chosen in state-wide
auditions, are Marion Kirby
and Mary Jane Stevens from
Western Kentucky University,
Rebecca McCoy and Joel
Johnston from Georgetown
College, and John Edwards
from Morehead State
University. They are
presenting the drama at state
parks, churches, shopping
centers, and Other places
people gather throughout the
summer.
Special music at the evening
service will be by the Adult
Choir, directed by W. Rudolph
Howard, minister of music,
with Mrs. John Bowker as
organist and Mrs. G: M.
Knight as pianist, who will
sing "My Jesus I Love Thee.
Dr. Eula McCain will sing a
solo, "Ninety-First Psalm."
Dr. Bill Whittaker, Pastor,
will speak on the subject,
"The Case of the Butcher's
Thumb" with scripture from
Exodus 20:15 and Ephesians
418, at the )0:45 a.m. services
on Sunday. "
The Adult Choir willltr
-Jesus Saves," and Dr. Joe E.
Tarry will sing a solo. Dr.
Howard Newell will give the
invocation, Bro. G.T. Moody,
minister of education, will
welcome the guests, and Dr.
Ray Moore, deacon of the
week, will lead the offertory
prayer. ,
Taking the offer„ing on
Sunday will be Billy Mc-
Dougal, James Washer, Joe
Rexroat, Mike Wilson, Wayne
Flora, and Bill Sams.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Raymond Clark, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Barber,
Mesdames Fred Phillips, Bill
Sams, Orvis Hendrick, Carney
Andrus, Audrey Brown, and
Karl Hussung, Missed Julie
Sams, Deena Dailey, Mitzi
Cathey, and Angie McDougal.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
ELM.
detect marsquakes. Prob
with two radio circuits that
are to transmit data 213
fnillion miles from Viking to
earth were still causing some
trouble.
Viking's prime mission was
threatened 'by a tiny locking
pin that should have fallen
clear of the dirt-scooping arm
after the craft set down on the
surface of Mars.
With the pin still in place,
the first attempt to move the
telescoping arm resulted in it
becoming stuck Thursday.
The scheme for solving the
problem involved ordering the
Memorial Church
the sermon by Rev. Jerrell
White at the 10:50 a.m, ser-
vices on Sunday, July 25, at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
His scripture will be from
Nehemiah 4:6.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed by Rev. Ron Hamp-
ton, minister of music, with
Dianne Dixon as pianist and
Margaret Wilkins as organist,
will sing "Seek Ye First."
Bill Halford, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning service.
Rev. White will also speak
at the evening service at six
p.m. with special music
planned.
Church Teaching will be
held at 9:40 a.m. with Tommy
Wilkins as director. Church
Training will be at seven p.m.
with Richard Newcom as
director and Ron Rudolph as
guest speaker for the study
group on "The Theology of
Paul."
The pastor will tipea;t at
Fern Terrace Lodge services




The Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will hear Bro.
John Dale speak at both the
10:40 a.m. and six p.m. ser-
vices on Sunday, July 25, at
the church.
"Is Baptism Really
Essential?" will be the subject
of the morning sermon with
the scripture from Mark 16:15,
16 to be read by Leon Adams
Prayers will be led by Aubrey




with Steve Howard to re7a-dVitL--
scripture from Matthew 23 : 1-
3. Tommy Carraway and Glen
Gibbs will lead in prayers.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Earl Nanny
will make the announcements.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Conald
Roberson and Gene Roberts.
Serving on the Extension
Department .will be Mack
Harris, Gene - iones, Jamie
Potts, and Mike LyOns.
Bible Study will be held at
9:40 a.m.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
down 0.2.
Below dam 301.9, up 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m., 357.3,
down 0.1.









arm to extend. itself about 15
ches, at which time the pin..
d fall onto the surface of
Mars.
Only if diagnosis itself is.
wrong, Ind 's not the pin
that is the root o roblem,
will 'the arm remain ed.
Even if the pin does n fall
clear, sail:W.g officials,
arm can be used, but certain
precautions must be taken.
If the repair attempt is
successful, the first digging in
Martian soil will begin
Wednesday.
The communications dif-




and the robot probe to be
limited in time.
a-In -addition, fewer pictures
were being sent back to earth.
On Friday, a color picture that
had been scheduled for relay
to earth was canceled.
Scientists also issued the
second weather report from
Mars. The report, covering
Wednesday and Thursday,
said temperatures ranged
from 123 degrees below zero to
24 below, slightly cooler
readings than were reported
earlier. The winds had shifted
from east to southwest and
were blowing 19 miles per
hour at their strongest.
Matt Bryant of Charleston, Mo., Route 2, a senior organ
major at Murray State University, will present his Con-
certo Performance on the campus Sunday, Aug. 1.
Scheduled at 3:30 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Bryant and Prof. John C.
Winter will perform "Concerto No. VI" for duo organs
by Antonio Soler, a most distinguished composer of the
18th century in Spain. Also appearing on the program
will be Lisa McNight of Owensboro. Bryant, who has a
piano minor, is the son of Mr. and Mrs, Gilbert Bryant of
Charleston, Mo., Route 2. The Concerto Performance is
a requirement for the Bachelor of MUSK Education
degree.
Senate Panel Considering
Changes In Tax Exemptions
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Taxpayers who occasionally
use their homes in connection
with their jobs and then claim
a tax deduction are in for bad
news: Congress has voted to
end the tax break.
The proposed tax revision
would except employes whose
bosses protride them no office
space.
Meanwhile, the Senate
Finance Committee on Friday
eliminated from the big tax
bill 11 of 73 business tax-cut
provisions that had been
under attack as special-
interest legislation. -•
In deleting the-amendments
and naling down five others,
the committee agreed only
that the provisions, because
they . are so controversial,
should be put aside now and
reconsidered later.
Some of the disputed
amendments would affect
only one company. Others
would provide tax benefits to
numerous firms. In acting on
the 16 proposals, the com-
mittee chopped about $175
million off the estimated $1-
bill11571.2a-year_..,.._st of -the
package of 73 am-
In accepting a package of
amendments to the catch-all
tax bit for next year, the full
Senate voted Friday to make
the deduction even harder to
get than under the version
approved by the House last
year.
Other provisions approved
by the Senate would make
alimony payments easier for
divorced husbands to deduet,
replace the current sick-pay
- provisions with a new benefit
for disabled retirees and make
permanent a $1.7-billion tax
cut for small business.
Presbyterians To- •
Hear Rev. Brobk -
Sunday Moring
Rev. Don ,Brock of the
Murray-Calloway Com-
prehensive Care Center will
be the guest speaker at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 25, at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets. His subject will
be "The Need To Be
Schooled."
The church choir, directed
by Carl Mowry with Jim
Wright as organist, will sing
the anthem, "The Impossible
Dream.'
Scripture reading will be
from John 5:1-9 and also
responsive reading No. 33 on
page 504.
Announceinent was made
that the congregation will hold
a meeting on Sunday, August
1, following the morning
worship service. Church
School will be held at 9:30 a.m.
The Senate's action on
business use of homes is
aimedat clarifying a situation
that has grown out of con-
flicting court rulings.
Numerous Americans now
deduct a part of tilt cost of
maintaining their home on




would virtually rule out such a
deduction unless the worker
has no other office and must
use his home regularly.
Another provision would
make it tougher to deduct the
costs of maintaining a
vacation home that is rented
to others during most of ,the
year. The two amendments
together would save the
Treasury $255 million a year.
Another $385 million would
be saved by eliminating the
sickpay system, which
exempts from. taxation a
portion of an employer
earnings while he is ill.
Instead, a $100-a-week
exclusion would be allowed
persons under 65 who retire
because of permanent and
disability.ste  
agreed to an
amendment that inatases the -
tax benefits 'available for
persons who, because of a job
transfer, must move to a new




Regular services will be
conducted Sunday at the New
Providence Church of Christ.
Periods of Bible Study will be
at 10:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.,
with classes for all ages at
both periods.
- Worship periods will be at
11:00 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. At
both periods of worship, Bro.
Casteel, the church
minister, will be the speaker.
At the Merning•service he will
discuss the theme, "Can We
Brake Our Vows" (Ecc. 5:4-
61. At the evening service the
topic of "They That Feared
the Lord" (Malachi 3:161 will
be discussed.
Assisting at the worship
period will be Bro. Darrell
Mathis making the an-
nouncements. And serving
The Lord's Supper will be
Collie Stubblefield, Rosby
Maley, Clarence Milner, and
Eunice Housden. In charge of
the song service will be Bobby
D. Osbron.
A gospel meeting will be in
progress at the New
Providence Church of Christ,
August 1-6. Bro. L D. Willis
will be the guest evangelist.
All evening services will be at
7:30 p.m.
555 million a year.
Still another measure,
costing $59 million, would
allow taxpayers to deduct the
cost of alimony payments,
regardless of how they figure
their taxes. This benefit now is
available only to taxpayers
who itemize deductions.
Dr. David C. Rocs
To Speak Sunday,
Christian Church
Dr. David C. ROOS, minister
of the First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), will
speak on the subject, "Tne
Christian Life and The
Olympics" at the 10:45 a.m.
services on Sunday, July 25, at
the church.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Mrs. Margaret Porter with
Gary Galloway as organist,
will sing the anthem, "0 Holy
City Seen of John" by Butler.
Dr. R. Scott Pricer will be
the worship leader with
Melanie Roos as candlelighter-
and Mrs. Don Hall and Mr.
and Mrs. Coleman McKeel as
greeters.
Elders serving will be
Henry Holton and Eugene
Seat_ Deacons will be Henry
Fulton, B. D. Ball, John Ford
Hall, Colcinan McKee!, Dan
McKee', Robert Puttoff, and
Steve Shaw.





Church, Main and Broach
Streets, will hold morning
prayer services at 9:30 a.m.
on Sunday, July 25, with Rev.
Stephen Davenport as the
vicar.
Vince Heise will serve as
acolyte. The 1928 Book of
Common Prayer will be used
for services during the months




will be the subject of the
sermon by Dr. James A.
Fisher, Sr., for the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, July 25, at the First
United Methodist Church.
His scripture will be from
Philippians 4:1-9. Paul Shahan
_ will direct the music with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ..
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Junior and Senior
United Methodist Youth
Fellowship will meet at the
church at 4:30 p.m. to go to the
home of Mike and Cindy
Mullen. 520Lz Broad Street, for
a cookout and recreation.
Reagan And Ford Both Claim
Enough Delegates For Victory
WASHINGTON (AP ) -
Ronald Reagan and Gerald
-Ford both claim they now
have the votes to win the GOP
presidential nomination, but
they are eyeing Mississippi's
30 uncommitted delegates as
if they may yet be the key to
victory.
Ford's chief delegate hunter
says the President has 1,135
committed Republican
convention delegates, five
more than needed for
nomination. Reagan cam-
paign chief John Sears has
,said Reagan has 1,140
delegates.
Ford claimed support of 15
new delegates from Hawaii on
Friday.
Since both Ford and Reagan
can't have a majority,
someone must be wrong. Most
media surveys of delegate
strength show Ford slightly
ead, but both candidates
beleukthe magic 1,130 mark,,,._ _
The Associated Press tally
of committed or declared
delegates, with-lbe addition of
those Ha waifttus not
previously counted, places
Ford at 1,096 delegates,
Reagan with 1,024 and 138
uncommitted.
Jim Lake, Reagan' press
secretary, said Friday: .',We
have felt for some time that
the Ford forces wrculd try to
present numbers that might
enable them to falsely claim
victory at about this period in
the campaign. Therefore,
today's press conference




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Police were searching
for three trustees from the
Kentucky State Reformatory
near La Grange early today,
who escaped from a work
detail.
The trustees Wele—"Vorking
around the Capitol" here
Friday "stole a car and
escaped," John Davidson of
the state Department of
Justice said.
The three were identified as
Rafford Stokley and Jeffrey
Fatolic, serving sentences for
armed robbery, along with
Michael Dennis, who had
served 21/2 years of a six-year
term for wilf in murder.
"Fatolic had just two
months to go before his parole
board appearance," Davidson
said.
Since neither Ford nor
Reagan have made their
delegate surveys public, it is
impossible to tell how their
lists differ.
On Friday, Reagan, who
had been vacationing at his
ranch, returned home, met
with staff members and
devoted several ' hours to
phoning delegates.
Ford and Reagan have been
lobbying Mississippi delegates
heavily in recent days,
through supporters in the
state and on the phone.
There has been growing
pressure on the 60-member
delegation, which svill cast 30
convention votes, to take a
stand.
There were indications that
Sunday's delegate meeting in
Jackson might prompt a vote
to support either Ford or
Reagan, but several leaders
said they preferred to wait for
a showdown.
Meanwhile, House GOP
leader John Rhodes said he
believes Ford will score a
narrow win at the Kansas City
convention next month and
then may have no alternative
but to take Reagan as his
running mate. Rhodes said a
Ford-Reagan ticket would
unify the party and appeal to
conservatives across the
country.
In Democratic news, a
spokeman for Archbishop
Joseph Bernardin would not
rule out a meeting between
Democratic candidate Jimmy
Carter and the Archbishop,
who heads the National
Conference of Catholic
Bishops.
Because of his position on
abortion, and because he is a
Baptist, some political
analysts say Carter may be
weak among Catholic voters.
Sen. Walter Mondale, a
major target of Southern
Republicans' campaign ef-
forts against the Democratic
ticket, was to begin his vice
presidential campaign in
Dixie.
Mondale planned a. swing
today through Georgia and
South C,,arolina, capped by an
indefinite stay at Carter's
home in Plains, Ga.
FULTON, Ky. (AP) — The
14th International Banana
FestivaL Princess Pageant
will be held at Fulton- City
High School Aug. 19.
The princess and members
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Melt 547 4111 CV.
315 South 9th SI.
Saturday and Sunday,july 24th - 25th
8:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M. 2:00 - 500 P.M_
You are cordially invited to stop in this Saturday and Sunday during our
OPEN HOUSE, to meet our new ovyners and manager, Mr. & Mrs. Ted
Cunningham of Murray and Mr. Gene Bondurant of LaCenter. We would
appreciate your stopping in and inspecting our facilities; plants, flowers, gift
ideas and to register for
FREE DOOR PRIZES
to he given away Sunday Afternoon and to enjoy FREE REFRWSHMENTS,
Jeannette's. will continue to operate with their experienced staff. ang will give
you the same fast, courteous and efficieni service you've come to expect —
through the years. Our staff includes: Inez Hendley. 17 yearsexperience. Jo
Washam, 16 years.. Helen Frank Russell, 25 years, Don Holshouser, 6 Year:,
Jo Murphy, 10 years. at4 Jeff'Ker, I year.
WE ARE HERE....
HrIDLEI jo sys415:1).4 mots,0149.14.9.: *4E111 alt114111 J1111 Ixt.tflt
•
... TO SERVE YOU:
We Are Closing Monday
July 26 to Cut Prices
Owners Belly Brandon Jerry Key
1/13
-the Store for Merl
e
wr‘ Will Open Tuesday, July 27
at 10:00 A. M.
With Savings up to 75% for
oily 
Oilhj
4.
